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I. Definition of Problem 1
(a) To assist the pupil in \mderstanding
a little of the life processes of the
plant and animal and their similari-
ty to his own.
(h) To acquaint the pupil with the common
forms of plant and animal life found
in his vicinity in the hope of
creating a life-long interest in
them.
(o) To show the pupil the value of plant
and animal life in their relationship
to his everyday life.
(d) To increase the pupil knowledge of
plant and animal life in a variety
of habitats thus showing how they
adapt themselves to their environ-
ments.
(e) To enable the pupil to read with
understanding and appreciation
articles pertaining to biology in
current magazines.
II. Limitation of the Problem 13
(a) Study in detail only those common
forms of plant and animal life with
which the pupil may come into direct
contact.
(b) Study those plants and animals
which are of economic value to
pupil.
(c) All study of human physiology omitted.
Time will not permit its inclusion.
(d) Ho dissection of animals need be
undertaken in a course of this type.
(e) A detailed study of plant and
animal classification is unnecessary.
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(f) No conscious attempt to learn
scientific names should he made.
Chapter III. Methods of Attack 17
(a) Enumerate places in Boston to
which trips may he made.
,
.
1. Visits to iluseums.
2. Field trips.
v
Pointing out of those phases of
plant and animal life in which each
one excels.
(h) Preparation of a list of stereoptieon
slides and motion pictures available
for each unit.
(c) Collection of pamjjhlets, magazines,
leaflets, etc. which will he of
value for use in various units.
•m
(d) Collection of charts, specimens,
mounts, and models to illustrate
each unit.
Chapter IV. Appreciation Units 21
1. Planning and Planting a Garden. 21
2. Patrolling the Carden. 45
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APPRSCIATIOH UNITS IN BIOLOGY.
CHAPTER I.
DEFIKITIOH OF THE PROBLEM.
In thlnlcin'^ over and fonmilatin^ the ohjeotives upon wiiioh
a series of appreciation units might be based, the writer has
noted with considerable interest the development of the aims
and purposes of the various biological sciences. It is.
Indeed, a far cry from the disciplinary mental gymnastics of
the early days of botany and zoology to the present day efforts
to deal with these subjects from a utilitarian, humanitarian
I>olnt of view while at the same time bearing in mind the need
of instruction for the beneficial use of leisure time. Per-
haps a brief review of the changes as they have occurred will
not be inappropriate at this time since they will lead to a
better understaadinj of ^^at we are striving to accomplish
in our teaching of biology at the present time.
All of our biological subjects are of comparatively
recent origin. In fact, it is within the half ce. tury marJc
since any biological subject v/aa first accepted as entrance
credit to college. In spite of biology’s short span of
years, great strides in its purposes and narked advances in
its subject matter have been made.
The high school recognized at first three biologiCial
sciences; botany, zoology, and physiology. Botany dealt
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2The all important task at this time was the making of an
herharimn consisting of a specified numher of flowers or
flowering plants which had been collected and properly labeled
by the student. No attention was paid to plants other than
those producing flowers. In fact, Asa Gray, whose text "was
used almost exclusively until 1895”^ and more than any other
single text from 1896 to 1900, gave less than a single page
to other than flowering plants. During this period the
pupil was required to learn an enormous number of structural
and descriptive terms before he could classify the plants.
Thus botany became a "vocabulary subject"^. "Coupled with
this- emphasis on anatomical structure and its attendant
classification was a religious aim", that of "bringing the
pupil to a better understanding of Gk>d tiirough a study of
pHis works as shown in living things". This is easily
illustrated from the text of Gray.
"In learning, as we have done. How Plants Grow, and
Why They Grow, have we not learned more of the lesson of the
text placed at the beginning of this book, and the verses that
follow? "Wherefore, if God so clothe the grass of the field,
shall He not much more clothe you? Therefore take no thought
!• Stout, John Elbert - The Development of the Hi^ School
Curricula in the North Central States frcxn 1860-1918. Edu-
cational Monograph, June, 1921 - The University of Chicago.
2* Finley, Charles W. - Biology in the Secondary Schools
and the Training of Biology Teachers. Teachers’ College,
Columbia University, 1926.
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saying What shall we eat?" And we now perceive that causing
plants to grow is the very way in which He bountifully
supplies these needs, and feeds, clothes, warms and shelters
the myriads of beings He has made, and especially Man, whom
He made to have dominion over them all."^
Ihiring the years 1890 and 1900, the anatomical and sys-
tematic aspects of botany gradually gave way to a botany which
"might well be spoken of as the morphology of reproductive
structures"^; Bergen in his Elements of Botany defines morph-
ology by saying that "morphology, or tne science of form,
structure and. so on, deals with the plant without regard to itE
character as a living thing"^. The biologists of the period
also boasted of the great disciplinary value of the subject.
Many laboratory manuals appeared at this time, and consequently
laboratory work was engaged in extensively. "Laboratory notes
and labeled drawings took the place of the hitherto required
herbarium of 50 local plants!"^ The algae, fungi, mosses and
ferns were _,iven consideration. Type study became popular.
About 1900 a doubt arose in the mind of the botanist as to
the "disciplinary value of the systematic morphological botaay'''^.
1. Gray, Asa - How Plants Grow. American Book Co.
,
1858.
2. Coulter, John M. - Chapters in the History of American
Botany. School Science and Mathematics, Dec., 1911.
3. Bergen, J.Y. - Elements of Botany. Grim & Co., 1896.
4. Finley, Charles W, - Biology in the Secondary Schools and
the Training of Biology Teachers, 1926. Teachers* College,
Columbia University.
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4lEie tendency to stress plant ecology, plant physiology and
economic relations had its birth. This tendency has con-
tirnied up to the present* The kind of botanical Instruction
advocated under this regime is well shown in the following
quotation: "Botany concerns plants, how they gravand are
grown, when and where they cane from, their habits and
peculiarities and the relation they bear to the general
economy of nature"^.
Zoology, the biological science second in importance,
gave classification the first place, and "had as an accompani-
ment ’natural history’ rather than anatomy"^. Ufastery of
some anatomy was necessary in order to gain skill in classi-
fication, but zoologists placed greater stress in the under-
standing of "certain traits which animals and men possess in
common than in anatomy and morphology" • This fact is well
brought out in the following statement:
"In order not to discourage the beginner with dry and
dull anatomical details the tezt is largely occupied with
biography, telling how animals act, think, and are mutually
related; for a fact concerning the adaptation, habits, etc.
is as valuable as and far more interesting to liie young than
one about some unpronounceable bone or muscle*" • "Courses in
Zoology were supposed to inspire reverence for and faith in
1. Ferguson, A.M, - The Modern Presentation of Botany, School
Science and Ivlathematics, May, 1901.
Siplogy in Secondary Schools and^the Training
of Biology Teachers, 192b. Teachers ’College, Coliimbla unT^
Steele,J.D. - Fourteen Weeks in Zoology, A, S. Barnes & Co.
1672
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the Supreme Being, In Principles of Zoology by Louis
Agassiz and A. A, (Jould is this statement : "Should our aim be
attained, this work\^ill produce more enlarged ideas of man’s
relations to Nature
,
and more exalted conceptions of the Plan
of Creation and its great Creator”^, ^
The second stage in the development of zoology might be
considered one of retrogression in comparison with the corres-
ponding period of botany. Zoology no longer emphasized
"natural history", Imt rather the naming of anatomical parts
and morphological study. Such a procedure, it will be noted,
exactly reversed that of botany. Type, study, and comparative
anatomy were extremely popular. Laboratory work was carried
on with the utmost care.
"About 1900 a new trend set in."^ At this time the
tendency was to revert to the study of "natural history". Such
topics as the life of simplest animals, animal communities and
social life, homes and domestic habits were discussed. "The
Succeeding quarter century has witnessed little change in view-
point. The human welfare relations of the subject pre-
dominate."^
Our third biological subject, physiology, was taught
primarily in the grades during the early part of its history.
1. Finley, C.W. - Biology in Secondary Schools and the Train-
ing of Biology Teachers, 1926. Teachers’ College , Columbia Unlv.
2. Agassiz, Louis and Could, A. A, - Principles of Zoology. B 48
3. Curtis, F. d. - Second Digest of Investigations in Teaching
of Science. P.Blakiston’ s Sons & Co. 1931.
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6It ims conoeKied principally with the study of anaton^, in
both grades and secondary;’ schools* We see in this subject as
in the two preceding an effort to inculcate a religious
attitude In the pupil. It was not long before many States
passed laws requiring the teaching of physiology with emphasis
upon the effects of alcohol and narcotics on tiie human body.
”Tery early in the history of the subject, the hygiene-
sanitation-health side became prominent, while the anatomical
aspects wre reduced; and so it is today.” Physiology is
usually taught now, not as a separate subject, but as parts
of zoology and general biology*
-An introductory course In biology combining the subjects,
botany, zoology, and physiology has been steadily gaining in
popularity during the past few 37ears. Phe course in general
biology, as it is called, appears as one of two types. One
type divides the year’s work into three parts, one part being
given over to eaoh of the three biological subjects* The
second type grouos the subject matter of these three subjects
around topics or problems dealing with the life processes,
struggle for existence, etc* This latter ty e is spoken of
as the blended or general course, and is the one favored by
students of education. There are textbooks following both
methods to be found in the market at present.
!• Finley, C.W. - Biology in Secondary Schools and the
Training of Biology Teachers* 1926* Teachers’ College,
Columbia University*
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Three chancres in the treatinent of the jjab^ect are
worthy
of note. First, less time and less stress
have been given
to Individual laboratory work. This is due
to the reduction
of time and emphasis on anatomy and classification
in biolog;!-
03 l instruction. The practical, ecological,
economic human
welfare aspects of biology do not lend themselves
as well to
laboratory work as did the anatomical, morphological,
and
microscopical work of former times'’^. IT. Downing
maKes the
following statements in regard to the time ^ent in
laboratory
work: "The writer is convinced that we waste a
large amount
of the time of students in muddling around in
the laboratory.
Teach them by the lecture demonstration method.
Reduce
laboratory work to a raininrum. Omit all dissections
by
students; such dissection is ra.'ely instructive—it
is futile
hash. TTse prepared dissections when structure
is to be
studied remembering that such studies are only to
be made wher
structure is essential to a comprehension of activities,
omit
from the notebooks all detailed sketches and replace
them with
diagrammatic drawings". lX
The second change is the cessation of efforts to
lead Ihe
pupil to a realization of DeiV through a atiic|y of works of
nature"^. W.F. Cranong in his book. The Teaching
Botanist,
1. Finley, Charles W. - Biology in Secondary Schools
and the
Training of Biology Teachers. Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1S26.
2. Downing, F.R. - Some
Biology. iTar sactlons of
XVII; 76, 192'4.
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8eaya, ”It la often maintained that a chief object of scienti-
fic study la to increase a love of nature
,
or to produce a
greater reverence for the works of the Creator* On the
contrary, its objects are utterly different. If these things
follow incidentally, so much the better, but they are not a
leading object. All scientific teaching should be, first
of all, as clearly out, distinct, logical, statistical, as
possible and anything permitting haziness of ideas should be
rigidly excluded.—A great deal of nature study in the
schools is also blighted by this weak sentimentalism.
A third change in viewpoint is well shown in a portion of
a report of a committee on the Reorganization of Science in
Secondary Schools.
^
”Wnen teachers began to present biology in its relation
to hrunan \i»lfare, a new and vital interest in the subject was
awakened, and in many schools biology has become deservedly
popular.^ Biology should be taught in its relation to
human welfare rather than for the sake of biology as such.
If we but examine the prefaces and contents of several
of the textbooks published during the last decade we shall
readily see that these three changes just mentioned are being
put into practice. Let us take for our first example
1. C*anong,W.F. - The Teaching Botanist. Slaomillan Co.,1893.
2. Caldwell ,W.O. & Committee - Reorganization of Science in
Secondary Schools. TJ.S.Bureau of Education, 1920 -
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9Kew General Biology by Smallwood, Reveley and Bailey* !I!he
authors state at the outset that their book "presents a unit
course in the fundamental functions of living things"^, and
that it "thus gives the pupil an insight into the way in
which organisms live, their dependence upon one another and
upon the physical world”^. We notice, however, that this
book is divided into the topics: Biology of Animal Life,
Biology of Human Body, Biology of Plant Life, and General
Biology: Application to Human Interests. It will therefore
be seen that this book follows the arrangement of the first
type mentioned.
Pieper, Beauchamp, Prank in their Everyday Problems in
Biology state, among several major objectives of their course,
their belief in the following:
"1. To acquire an abiding interest in living things,
which manifests itself in a variety of voluntary activities
extending beyond the course in biology, such as reading
biological literature, growing and care for plants and
animals, taking excursions to field, stream, parks, and woods,
and collecting biological specimens*
"2. To gain a perspective of the nature and scope of
biological science, thereby revealing possible avocational
and vocational fields and exploring the pupil* a interests,
1. Smallwood, Reveley and Bailey - Hew General Biology,
Allyn and Bacon, 1929.
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abilities. and aptitudes for further
study in this and related
fields.
"3. To Decome aduainted with many
living things: aeir
charaoteristios, habitats, and activities".^
'
Peabody and Hunt claim as one of
the "outstanding
features-^ of their Biology and
Human elfare the emphasis
placed on the vital relations of
biology to human welfare.
They recognize that formerly much
importance was attached to
details of external and Internal
structure and to classifica-
tion of plants and animals, and later
that given to the
functions of living organisms. They
admit tha^ome consid-
eration is due these phases of the
subject, bu^elleve that
high school boys and girls find greater
interest and benefit
in considering the applications of
this subject to human wel-
fare. Scientists are learning more
and more ways to counter-
act the effects of harmful plants and
animals an^o develop
those organisms that minister to everyday
life
^ j
'T That "a curriculum should provide young
people with a
program for living, thinking, and growing"®
is the attitude
taken by Baker and Mills in Dynamic Biology.
They enlarge
upon this statement by further claiming that
"their (the




2?^Pea^dy aM ’n^t^-Biology and Human Welfare. The Macmillan
Co. 1933. fv
3. Baker and Mills - Dynamic Biology.
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In large laeasnre constitute the criteria for determining
the
selection of snh^ect matter"^. They very frankly state that
"the controlling purpose of Dynamic Biology la to develop an
appreciation of life and the interdependence of Its various
forms. In harmony with this purpose the text does not oon-
fine ftself to detailed definitions and facts, hut rather
alms to give the student a perspective and to establish a
scientific attitude toward the consideration of living things*.
Ourtls, Caldwell and Sherman go a step further than this
and add at the end of their new text Biology for Today a
chapter entitled Biology for leisure Time. The authors
justify this action by saying that they recognize that greater
emphasis is constantly being placed upon the need of trainin;,
for the worthy use of leisure, hence a unit composed of
biological activities for out-of-school hours.
All of the authors mentioned employ the second type of
textbook described, namely the unit-problem blended arrarige-
ment of naterial.
We find in A Program for Teaching Science the sug-
gestion that "if we can find out what biology one needs to
know to meet life’s practical and potential needs, that is the
stuff that should constitute the course of study” • /
1. Baker and Mlils-Dynamlo Biology. Rand-McHally & Co. ,1933.
2. A Program for Teaching Science-Slst.Year Book Part 1,
Hational Society for the Study of education. 1932.
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One might proceed at length with similar examples, but
these will suffice to chow the present day trend of biology
teaching#
j
Since the pupils in our high schools study biology for
one year only it seems fitting that they should receive during
that year son^thlng that will be of real value to them at the
time and also during later life. With this thought in mind
the writer will attempt to formulate four units of a course
in biology. These units based entirely upon an appreciation
point of view will be planned with the following objectives
as a goal:
1# To assist the pupil in understanding a little
of the life processes of the plant and animal
and their similarity to his own#
2. To acquaint the pupil with the common forma of
plant and animal life found in his vicinity In
the hoT^e of creating life-long interest in them#
3* To show the pupil the value of plant and aniaal
life in their relationship to his everyday life#
4# To increase the pupil’s loaowledge of plant and
animal life in a variety of habitats thus
showing how they adapt themselves to their
environments#
5# To enable the pupil to read with understanding
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CHAPTER II.
LT^ITATIOK OF THE PROBLEM.
’.Vhen reading the prefaces and tables of contents of
several of the most recent biology textbooks, the writer has
noticed that the authors include in their texts more material
than could be covered in one year. Each author was very care-
ful to make this fact clear to his readers. He explained that
the large amount of material included would, therefore, allow
the teacher to select those phases of the subject which best
suited his lo<^lity, and seemed most adapted to his pupils.
However, in selecting the material for a group of ap-
preciation units, an effort will be made to keep within rather
definite bounds, by including only the study of such living
things as a pupil in llassachusetts may come to know by actual
experienoe. Only those plants and animals with which the pupil
comes into daily or nearly daily contact will be included. The
aim will be to gain an understanding of how they live, how they
influence each other, and how they help man or harm him as the
case may be. Methods which may be employed to improve plants
and animals beneficial to man, or protect him from the harmful
ones, will be noted in this conr.ectlon. Through identification
it is hoped that the pupil will gain at least a slight ac-
quaintance with the more common forms of plant and animal
life in his Immediate vicinity.
It seems unwise to include in the units a detailed study
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of human physiology. Space will not permit it. However, it
will he advisable to refer to the parts of the human body and
how they function from time to time. This will be necessary,
if we are to show the similarity existing among all living
things. The brighter pupil may have an opportunity to look
further into the systems referred to and report to the class.
In a course planned for pupils of the tenth grade, no
dissection, particularly
-Wiat of animals, should be undertaken.
There are two reasons for this. First, as the pupil is not
skilled enough to do this sort of thing well, a great deal of
valuable time will be lost and much material wasted. Second,
pupils of tenth /grade age, girls in particular, are apt to
find dissection distasteful. This, of course, may not be
true of all pupils, but, since it is true of some, it hardly
seems worth while to frighten away any pupil who might other-
wise profit by the course. The pupil having a special desire
for dissection may wish to put in extra time to take up that
line of work, or he may take a more advanced course which
includes it.
It will not be necessary to resort to the methods of
former days and insist upon the mastery of a complete classi-
fication of plants and animals. That the pupil learn the
pb.yla with their attendant characteristics and their relation
to each other will suffice in most cases.
As pupils have difficulty in mastering the vocabulary
and spelling in the tenth year biology class, only those terras
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which are absolutely essential for a complete understanding
of the work need be learned. To those who are familiar
with biological terms this difficulty seems a rather unneces-
sary one, but when we look at the misspelling of the simplest
words on "English themes, we can more readily appreciate the
stumbling-blocks which long words of Latin and Greek origin
become. In fact, the writer knows one supervisor who says
she never yet has visited a biology class when the teacher
did not write on the board a list of unspellable, unpronounce-
able words and then proceed to have the class learn to spell
and pronounce. She is anxious to know if that is the correct
method of teaching biology. We shall try not to warrant
that criticism.
The amount of time necessary to cover the units satis-
factorily will be determined by the class and the teacher.
It is advisable to progress no faster than the class is able
to go. Too slow a procedure is apt to cause loss of interest
particularly in the case of the brighter pupil, wiiile, on the
other hand, a rate which makes only a superficial study of the
problem possible will lead eventually to confusion and lack
of understanding of more difficult questions which depend
upon a clear understanding of the simpler problems. The
teacher’s knowledge of a subject is also a determining factor
in the length of time spent upon any phase of the subject.
It naturally follows that the better the teacher’s preparation
the longer will be the time allotted to the various topics.
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Mr. S. H. Downing says that "three ma^or principles
should be kept in mind in the selection of material for a
course in science.
"First, the material selected should be inherently
interesting to the pupil.
"Second, it should be of large social value.
"Third, it should be material that will readily lend
itself to the accomplishment of the aims in science-teach-
Ins"^-
In mciking out the appreciation units which follow, an
effort will be made to keep these principles in mind.
1. Downing, S.R. - Teaching of Science in the Schools.
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The first two units. Planning and Planting and Patrolling
a Garden, are so forimilated that they may he carried out
practically tinder favorable school conditions. However, be-
cause the school in which they were studied was located in the
city and was run on a fixed schedule, it was impossible for
tiie pupils to plant the gardens. Obviously, this was due to
lack of available space - neither the court nor the roof being
suitable - and insufficient time. This latter difficulty
could have been overcome, had space been available, by the
expenditure of the pupils* free time in the afternoon. Since,
th(ii
,
the garden must be prinsrily a paper one, it became nec-
essary to find means by which these units might be carried out
as realistically as possible, even though the garden itself
were not actually planted. It is apparent that the object is
to make the pupil so familiar with his Imaginary garden that,
given an opportunity to have a real one at some future time, he
will be able to plan it Intelligently and scientifically.
If the pupil can see his own garden growing only in his
imagination, at least he can visit other people’s gardens and
gain not only much pleasure, but many helpful suggestions
therefrom. As Boston is a city particularly rich in parks,
the idea of visiting some of these immediately offered itself,
and a list of those easily accessible to the pupil together
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]>tiring the spring of each year many people in greater
Boston open their gardens to the public at a nominal price.
Although all pupils may not be able to visit these gardens,
there would doubtless be some who could; hence it seemed
fitting to prepare a list of these to acquaint the pupils with
the dates and addresses of the gardens on exhibition. Even if
the pupil la unable to visit the gardens, he will be impressed
by the fact that the home owners thini; it worth their time and
money to so plan and plant their gardens that other people find
it worth their time and money to come to see them.
Several times during the year flower and fruit shows are
staged by the Horticultural Society at Horticultural Hall.
The large annual spring flower show held in Mechanics Building
Is especially valuable both from an aesthetic and educational
point of view* These shows are free or open to pupils at
reduced rates. The dates of all such exhibitions were
mentioned and the pupils urged to attend.
Of course, gardens and parks cannot be visited during the
winter months, therefore, it seemed wise to list the museums
in and about Boston to which pupils might easily make trips.
The pupil’s attention was directed to the exhibits which
showed those phases of plant and animal life bearing upon the
units. As many of the exhibits place the plant and animal in
their natural environment and also illustrate their inter-
relation, much can be learned from a careful study of them.
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insects seen in tihe Museum of Natural Histoiy aid the glass
models showing the cross pollination of flowers in the
University Museum at Harvard University.
One valuable visual aid which may be employed as our unit
develops is the moving picture . There are many extremely in-
teresting and instructive films showing various stages of plant
and animal life, and the steps in preparing and planting a
garden. By observing the processes involved in gardening,
the pupil will get a better idea of how it should be done than
he will by reading instructions describing the same process
in some book or magazine. Likewise seeir^ the honey bee in
action will serve to make more real the bee's life as
described in the textbook.
Many excellent lantern and microscope slides may be ob-
tained to supplement the films and to show more in detail
some of the plant and animal structures not so clearly brought
out by the moving picture. The Horticultural Society has a
collection of g rden slides accompanied by descriptive
paragraphs. These slides picture gardens of all types and
emphasize the best in garden technique.
Lantern and microscope slides and moving picture filrris to
be used in connection with tl^ units have been catalogued.
Since much of the material required for the units would
not be found in any one source, it seemed best to compile a
small working library which could be augruented as the pupils
develop the unit. Therefore a collection of some helpful
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magazines, pamphlets, bulletins, and seed catalogL^s was made.
A few newspaper items were added to illustrate popular interest
in gardens.
The same method was employed in the preparation of mater-
ial for the third and fourth units. The third unit called
for visits to industrial plants while the field trips of the
fourth unit were to places suitable for the study of wild bird
life.
Radio talks were recommended to the pupils as an excellent
source of reliable information, particularly in the case of
such programs as the Radio Nature League, Breck^s Garden Talk
and The Garden Hour sponsored by Vigoro. Much of the adver-
tising of remedies to cure coughs, colds and indigestion were
pointed out as worthy of note in connection with the study of
bacteria and yeasts, hut not necessarily to be followed.
As many charts, specimens, mounts, models and pictures as
were available were used as illustrative materials whenever
there was an opportunity. In addition to magazines, pamphlets,
etc., already mentioned and reference books pertaining to
different parts of the units obtained from the library, the
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Getting acquainted with the life of the green plant by
planning and planting a garden.
I How shall I plan my grounds so that my
flower and vegetable gardens may be placed
attractively and in locations best suited to
their optimum development?
II How shall I prepare my garden for planting?
(a) Kinds of Soil
(b) Heed of Fertilizer
(o) Plowing ,Spading, etc.
III What seeds shall I select for my vegetable
garden to assure fresh vegetables for the
season?
(a) Cold frame and its value in giving
seedlings an early start.
(b) Time table for planting and estimated
time for development of crops.
(o) Depth for planting and distance apart.
Theoretical Points
1. Study of the seed, its parts and the
conditions necessary for its geirmlnation.
2. Discovery of
^
kinds of foods stored in the
seeds.
3. Development of parts of a seedling from
embryo in seed.
4. Root system - value to the plant.
IV What seeds shall I plant in my
(a) Annual flower garden )
) to assure
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1. Continuous bloom.
2. Harmonious color arrangement.
Theoretical Points
!• Study of the flower, its parts, its work
for the plant and how it accomplishes that
work.
2* Insect visitors seen in the garden and how
they assist the flower in its work.
3# Luther Burbank and his contributions to the
plant kingdom.
V. vVhat fruit trees and berry bushes shall
I plant?
(a) Kinds of each
(b) Time for bearing fruit
lo) Necessity for pollination
Theoretical Points
1. Study of fruit - its development from the
flower, its value to the plant.
VI. What ornamental trees shall I select for
shade as well as beauty?






1. Study of stems - value to plant.
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VII, What kinds of little trees shall I plant




(h) Deciduous ) Fruit of - as food for
birds or ornamentation
in fall or in winter.
Topics for those pupils who wish to do extra work,
1, How shall I build a lily pond?
2, What plants and animals shall I put in the lily
pond?
3, What plants will grow well in a rock garden?
4, What kinds of garden furniture will make my
garden more attractive?
5, What bulbs shall I plant for early spring
flowers?
6, Wild Flower Garden.
7, An Herb Garden.
JraAIg I llMdB aeeil lo abaLf ^Aiiir v.117
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Getting; ^->.oquainted with the. Life of the Green Plant
by Planning and Planting a Garden
In the Biology course as it is ordinarily planned the
pupil makes a study of the structure and life of the green
plant. He also studies the same points in connection with
the structure and life of certain types of animals; for
\
example: insects, worms, amphibians, etc. He learns that
these plants and animals do not exist independently of each
other, but, on the contrary, that they live in a close
relationship to each other. This relationship may be a bene
ficlal or an injurious one.
The pupil goes a step further and discovers that these
plants and animls may help or harm man. He has now brought
the problem to his very door, but does he even then realize
the importance of plants and animals to his own life or is he
standing back and looking at the subject from an impersonal
point of view? Is he learning about seed formation and
germination simply because they appear in the pages of his
textbook? If this is true (and we fear it is), how, then,
may the subject be presented to make the pupil realize that a
knowledge of the life of the common plant and animal is of
value to him now and will continue to be as he frows older?
How can he be brought to look upon the subject matter as some-
thing of use to him at the present time - not something to be
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learned under duress and then put away to he dragged out at
some future time or perhaps never?
Practically all high school students enjoy doing things.
They like to see things happening. Why not, then, let each
pupil plan and plant a garden of his oviTi and as he watches his
garden grow and faces the problems arising, as it advances
toward maturity, he will better understand how the plant lives,
and why certain conditions are necessary for it to win in its
struggle for existence.
Such a procedure may be followed with any biology class.
However, the size of the garden planted will be determined by
the size and location of the school. If the school is
situated in the city where there is no space available for an
out-of-door garden, wooden boxes may be used for Individual
in-door gardens, A more fortunate school may have a small
conservatory while the school of the suburbs or of the country
will have little difficulty in obtaining a plot of ground for
its garden.
The time for beginning the garden will also he determined
by the location of the school. If the in-door garden is to
be used, one time will be as good as another. However,
February is an excellent time for planning the out-of-door
garden.
At the present time, int rest and love of gardens is so
widespread that almost everyone has ajme sort of garden. It
may be only a window box or it may be a very extensive garden
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covering considerable acreage or, more likely, a moderately-
sized one wbicb may be easily cared for by its owner.
Hence, the teacher may do well first to ask the class how
many pupils have gardens. Do they enjoy then? Why? Do they
ever help in caring for the gardens? What kind of gardens are
they? A few questions of this will soon have the members
of the class contributing their experiences in gardening. When
this interest has been aroused, it may be increased by showing
pictures of beautiful gardens with explanations as to kind of
garden and reasons for its arrangement. These pictures may
take the form of a movie, stereopticon slides, or pictures
cut from magazines.
The Better Homes and Gardens magazine offers an illustrated
lecture entitled Through the Gardens of Gnomeland . This
lecture may be followed by the enrollment of the pupils in the
Junior Garden Clubs of America. The formation of the club
will make the pupil feel that he is now a part of a large and
worth while project, since the club lasmbership is made up of
boys and girls all over the country. By sending a three-cent
stamp each pupil may obtain a membership button and certificate.
A Chapter Charter and The Garden Club Exchange are sent to the
club free of charge.
At this point the pupils will be ready to plan their
gardens. They may replant the grounds about their ov/n homes,
remodel the gardens of a deserted house in their vicinity, or
plan an entirely new garden which will fulfill their ideas of
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what a garden ought to he. Before they begin this piece
of work, the teacher should explain fully how to go about it .
Pictures of landscaping projects are easily found in mny
magazines. Some of these show the house and grounds before
and after landscaping. Others are plans of new gardens. The
teacher should draw rough diagrams on the board so that the
pupil will not be in doubt as to how to proceed with his plan.
These diagrams will show the pupil the average size of a house
lot, the di.-6ns ions of an ordinary house and the method of
drawing a diagram to scale. The locations of the gardens may
be suggested, but too much detail will rob the pupil of the
chance to show his originality and initiative. ^is the work
progresses, plans may be developed or changed.
Having decided upon the location of his garden, the pupil
is confronted with the task of getting his ground in condition
for planting. He must now consider the different kinds of
soil and learn the characteristics of each, both in the nature
of their inrredients and their texture. He must understand
why humus is necessary for good garden soils. A brief study
of fertilizers and the raw food materials which they supply
may be introduced at this time. The pupil learns how to test
soil for acidity and a method for remedying this condition
which is undesirable except in the case of plants preferring
acid soil.
The actual preparation of tte soil now receives the
pupil’s attention. He notes the various liiethods of turning
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over the soil and pulverizing it; plowing and spading, follosed
by harrowing or raking.
The pupil JKtXt TTfikes out a list of seeds which he intends
to plant in his vegetabla garden. In selecting his seeds he
plans to have fresh vegetables in his garden continuously
throu^out the season. If he Is to be successful in this
venture, he Bust make out a tine-table for planting his seeds
and then estimate the time for the develojmaent of his crop.
This will require r-ore than a superficial survey of soiae good
seed catalog. Farmers’ Bulletins will be most helpful in this
connection. These publ ic ations also give miioh assistance in
detennlnlng the depth at which the seeds ;^ould be planted and
the distance apart.
The cold trmre as a valuable aid in giving seedlings an
early start should not be overlooked, lemphlets explaining
their construction are obtained easily. In fact, many news-
papers and magazines picture cold fraies in detail in the
early spring. Building these will appeal particularly to the
boys.
AS soon as the seeds are planted, time should be devoted
to the study of the seed itself. Several seeds whose parts
are large enou^ to see easily with a hand lens should be
studied; the parts of the seed identified; and the use for
each pert detemined. At this time experiments are carried
on by groups in tho clabs to determine the conditions most
favorable for the germination of seeds. One group will show
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the necessity of stored food and this will lead to tests
carried out by other groups to determine the kinds of
nutrients stored in the seed. Still another group in the class
can prove that this food must be digested before it can be used
by the plant, and other pupils carry out an experiment to show
that diastase changes the starch to sugar.
By the time this work has been completed the seeds have
started to germinate and the different stages in their develop-
ment from an embryo to adult plant may be noted.
The root system may well be studied now as this is the
part of the plant which develops first and upon li^ich the rest
of the plant is dependent for its support and raw food mater-
ial. -The pupil should become familiar with the root system
of such common plants as the bean, pea, corn, etc. He should
understand how the plant takes in the soil-water and why the
soil-water is so necessary to the plant. Such an understand-
ing will involve some knowledge of the structure of the root
and of such processes as osmosis and capillarity.
The vegetable garden is not the only garden to be planned
by the pupil. There are also the flower gardens - annual and
perennial. In compiling lists of seeds to be planted in
these gardens, the pupil proceeds with two objects in view.
The first is to select a variety of plants which will assure
the gardener of continuous bloom in his garden from early
spring until frost. The second objective is harmonious color
arrangement. Thus, it is evident that the pupil miist
ot AftoX Xilw 5aa Jbool to x^iat^tooa oill
to aluiJtii QdS caJterxo^oA oi ago 013) -xaifi^o ^1/0 Ita^iTiO
itaXo aHi Al guoia iwlioaa iXUZ .Aaot ad# ai ba^xoda a^oaXidiia
Aoao ABO $X a^otad l^e^aasij^ ad iaifa ftool aidd 0T<7xg oeo
vodO 04 4aMsX*xaqza mi duo X'nao aXXqiig leddo Aao ^taelq 9dt
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determine the color of the flowers and the height of the plant
producing them. He must also make a study of the approximate
dates upon which the blossoms will appear. Such a task is
by no means a small one, and cannot be successfully accomp-
lished without caref^jl thought and no small expenditure of
time. A diagram colored with crayons or water colors will
assist the pupil in obtaining the desired combinations.
As the pupil studies the flowers from these two points of
view, he will become interested in the flower as a plant
organ. ^hat is its value to the plant which produces it?
Thus the interesting story of how the flower accomplishes its
work is opened up for the class. The making of the seed hich
was "planted a short time before is nov^ under consideration.
The pupil takes a flower aparL and exEanines its various organs
and learns that each part exists for a very definite reason.
The petals by their bright colors attract the insects which
come to gather nectar. These insect visitors accidentally
bring about pollination by carrying the pollen from flo’wer to
flower. This is followed by the gemination of the pollen
and fertilization of the egg cell in the ovule. After this
t>^e embryo develops as the ovule becomes the seed.
Special devices by which the flowers attract the helpful
insects and protect their pollen from thieves offer an in-
teresting field for research to the ambitious pupil. Adapta-
tions for pollination of flowers by wind are also worth
investigating. Each student should familiarize himself with
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the work of Luther Burbank - his method of procedure and his
contributions to the plant kingdom. Simple experiments in
hybridizing some of the common garden plants may well be
undertaken by groups of students.
iifter the vegetable and flower gardens are planned and
planted, thv selection of fruit trees and berry bushes is the
next step to be taken. First, the pupil must d c ide bow
many of each he has room for and where they may best be placed.
He indicates their location on his ground plan. He then
studies his seed catalogs again to determine what kinds of
apple, pear, raspberry, blackberry", and grape will meet his
needs. The time for bearing fruit must be taken into con-
sideration so that all the fruits will not be ripe at the same
time - thus producing a feast followed by a famine in the fruit
orchard. The flavor, size, and lasting qualities of the
fruit, as well as the hardihood of the tree or bush, and its
resistance to disease are factors to be considered. The cor-
rect method of planting is another problem to be solved, for
the pupil has already learned the importance of the root
system to the plant and he, therefore, recalls that each plant
needs ample room for root development as well as for branch
growth. Directions as to depth of planting and distance of
spacing are usually given in the catalogs advertising the
trees.
The teacher, or, better yet, some pupil of an inquiring
turn of mind, may now raise the question: - Y/hat is a fruit?
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or How is it made? *Vithout doubt, the answer will be that it
is that part of the plant which is good to eat. The instruct-
or then proceeds to show the pupil that thus is only true in
some cases ana that it is quite the contrary in many other
instances. This brings the fruit before the pupil in a
botanical sense, rather than in the ordinary sense.
AS the pupil names the parts of the plant which he uses
for food, he may list them under the headings: Seed, Flow-r,
Root, Fruit, Leaf, Stem. By doing this he will see that many
of his vegetables are really fruits, but up to the present, he
has not thought of them as such. He will also realize that
there are dry fruits as well as fle^y ones - another fact not
so commonly known. Thus he may begin to classify his fruits.
In so doing he will discover many non-edible fruits. This
makes him wonder ”V/hat are fruits for, if not to eat?” or "What
does the fruit do for the plant?”.
The valiK of the fruit as the seed-holding organ of the
plant and as an aid in seed dispersal is studied by the pupil.
He enters upon the interesting subject of color. Why are fruitr
usually green before they are ripe and why are they brightly
and attractively colored when ripe? Why are some ripe fruits
blue in color, others red and still others yellow or orange?
Not only is there a change in color but also one in
taste - Why?
But this is only one phase of the important part played by
the fruit in its indispensable work of seed distribution. The
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teacher nay now appoint conimit tees to study and report to the
class on such subjects as:
1. Fruits and Seeds dispersed by wind.
2., Fruits and Seeds dispersed by water.
3.
' Fruits and Seeds dispersed by animals.
4. Ediblo fruits with indigestible seeds.
^ 5. Fruits which discharge their seeds mechanically.
tl
As many kinds of fruits and seeds as possible should be
collected, identified, labeled, and brou^t into the classroom.
The size of the exhibit will be largely determined by the time
of year that the study is undertaken. Although fall is ob-
viously the season for studying fruits, much interest and
enthusiasm may be aroused in this remarkable phase of plant
life at any season.
The pupil has thus far only deteimined what a fruit is and
how it is of assistance to the plant. He still has before hLm
the problem of how the fruit is made. However, he is familiar
with the parts of the flower and the work of each part and will
recall that the flower must be pollinated in order for the
ovules to become seeds, and that this pollination having been
accomplished the parts of the flower begin to wither and fall
off. "Do all the parts fall off?" he inquires. No, at
least one, the ovary, remains and develops into a new plant
organ - the fruit. Sometinies other parts of minor importance
remain attached to the fruit in a withered condition. Thus,
it is apparent that there must be flowers before there are
fruits and that pollination must occur if the seed and the
fruit which holds it are to develop. Hence the reasonable
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thing to do to assure pollination is to place a pollinating
agent in the vicinity of the fruit trees.
This introduces the pupil to the honey bee and the
valuable service it performs for r?ian. Each pupil should be-
come familiar with the bee’s life in the hive, its habits in
the field, and its str-uctural adaptations for its work.
Although fruit trees may be valuable for shade and beauty
as well as for the fruit they bear, they do not take the piece
of the ornamental tree, and, therefore, the pupil must consid-
er kinds of trees used primarily for ornamental p\irposes. In
so doing he learns that there are two principal types -
deciduous and coniferous. The former offers a number of
desirable characteristics: attractive flowers, handsome
foliage, both in summer and autumn, and sometimes brightly
colored fruits, as well as shade during the heat of July aid
August. The coniferous trees, on the other hand, retain their
leaves throughout the year, thus giving a touch of green color
to the winter landscape. Moreover, their conical, rather than
spreading, shape makes it possible for them to be planted close
together and thus serve in the capacity of a wind-break or to
conceal some unattractive spot or structure.
As the pupil notes these major differences, he will
realize that there must be a reason for it. This will open
the subject of plant classification ^ich need not be taken
up in detail. The teacher now has an opportunity to remind
the class that when studying about seed structure, they found
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the nuiQber of cotyledons in the various seeds differed. They
recall that some, like the bean and the squash, had two coty-
ledons while the com had only one. The question as to which
of these groups the conifers belong arises and it is dis-
covered that there is a third group of plants whose seeds
possess more than two cotyledons. The pupil has now made the
acquaintance of the polycotyledons, dicotyledons and mono-
cotyledons. What makes the conifers or polycotyledons assume
a conical shape, and the deciduous or dicotyledons a broad
and spreading one? This must, of course, be due to the way
in which the branches grow. Where do the branches come from?
The buds are now the center of attention. When and where are
they formed? The majority of the pupils will say that the
buds ^e formed in the spring. They will be surprised and
rather doubtful at first about the fall formation, and will be
interested to learn the reasons for it and the ways by which
the delicate structures within the bud are protected from
injury during the winter weather.
Having become familiar with a bud and its function, they
learn thai. all buds do not develop at the same rate of speed.
On the contrary, the terminal bud may grow more rapidly than
the lateral, thus producing a slender, cone-shaped outline
like that possessed by the conifers which are known as the
eicurrent type. If, however, the growth of the lateral bud
equals or exceeds that of the terrains 1 bud, the broad, spread-
ing outline of our shade tree is produced. This tyi)e is
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called deliquescent. Although several new and rather long
terms have appeared, the mastery of them will not be difficult
when they are thoroughly understood in connection with the
garden planning.
The pupil has been giving his attention for some time now
to the stem of the plant. Perhaps he has not realized this as
it has not been emphasized. As he watched the germination of
his seeds in both vegetable and flower garden, he saw the stem
develop and thinking about the parts of his seed he recalled
the structure from which the first stem developed. Later he
studied the developiiBnt of the stem from the bud. Even in
his study of the root functions he learned that soil-water
taken in by the root is carried up to the stem. Therefore,
it would now seem reasonable for him to become more familiar
with the parts of a stem and their importance to the life of
the plants in his garden. As he familiarizes himself with the
stem’s important task of transporting soil-water up to the
leaf and carrying digested food down from it, he has been
introduced to another important plant organ almost without
being aware of it
.
When selecting his ornamental trees, he has considered the
leaf only in the light of its value in giving shade or adding
beauty to the summer and fall landscape. Now, he learns of the
real value of the leaf to the plant and of its value not only
to the plant but to all living things vhich must ultimately
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In laying out his grounds the pupil will wish to plant a
i few small evergreen trees to conceal the foundation of his
house or to fill in a few empty corners. Hence, it will be
necessaiy for him to make a study of little trees. He will
wish to learn something of their height, shape and color in
order to arran^.^ them advantageously. Perhaps they will be
planted in such a way that they may be used at Christmas time
for out-of-door illumination. Then, there are also the
flowering deciduous shrubs to be added. Some of these will be
selected because they blossom early in the spring, others be-
cause they attract the butterflies and still others because they
bear -fruits which are ornamental during the fall and winter or
fruits which are liked by the winter birds.
If possible, a vine or two should be selected. Unless
there is a fence or a wall on which the vines may climb,
trellises or arbors may be erected. These climbing vines are
excellent for screening the porch from the street.
The driveway, walks, or perhaps the edge of the lawn may
be bordered by hedges. There are several kinds from which
the pupil may choose.
The enterprising, ambitious pupil who has completed the
requirements of the ordinary garden may add a number of at-
tractive features which will increase the beauty and variety
of his garden. For example - garden furniture which adds much
to the pleasure and comfort of the garden may be purchased or.
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better still, made in connection with manual training. Birds
will be attracted to the garden by bird baths and bird houses
located to suit their tastes. A bulb garden planned in the
fall for early spring flowering requires considerable study.
The bulb itself, the depth for planting, and the time for
flowering should be understood. Then there is the rock garden
which has become a favorite. Much thought may be given to the
selection and piecing of plants to assume artistic and color-
ful arrangement. The wild flower garden is another interest-
ing project. Both seeds and plants of the wild flowers are
easily obtainable from nurseic^en making a specialty of their
culture. The problem of what 'plants will flourish in a shady
portion of the garden is well worth study. Suggestions to
meet this situation are always welcome as it is practically im-
possible to have the entire garden sunny. The building of a
lily pond and stocking it with plant end animal life will make
a strong appeal to many. This type of garden is becoming
more popular every year and it does not require a large space.
Now that the pupils have completed their garden planting,
they will continue their project hy learning how to care for
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Provision for Individual Differences.
Additional gardens which may be planned by pupils;
1. The Lily Pool
2# The Rock Garden
3, Wild Plower Garden
4, An Herb Garden
5. Bulb Garden for Spring Flowering
6. A Doo3>-Step Garden
Activities:
!• Building a Cold Frsune
2. Designing a lily Pool
3. Making Bird Baths, Feeding Stations,
Bird Houses, etc.
4. Sponsoring an assembly, i.e. obtaining a
lecturer on gardens and taking charge of
all arrangements for the assembly.
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Field trips which will prove helpful and enjoyable
in connection with this unit may be taken to;
I« Gardens
A. Boston Public Gardens. Excellent
for spring flowering bulbs.
B. Franklin Park. Rock Garden. Rose
:• Garden.
C. Arnold Arboretum. Flowering trees and
shrubs.
‘kjilf'Q "
D. Rose Garden in the Fenway. Bush and
Rambler Roses.
rjje S* Flower Shows at Horticultural and
Mechanics Halls.




B. Natural History Museum.
C. Agassiz Museum at Harvard.
D. Children’s Museum, Jamaica Plain.
• ; t i. ^
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The following films are obtainable throngh the Visual
Mucation Department of the Boston Public Schools:
A Palace of Honey
















Seeds - Way of Growth
Vegetable Gardening
ft ft ft tt
rt ft ft n
ft ft ft tt
ft n ft ft
Film Slides which may be used in Unit I:
Growing Small Fruits (Spencer)
Decorative Flowers and Trees (S.V.S* Picturols
)
The Busy Bee (Bray)
The Keystone View Company in their Science Catalog
No, 30 list a large number of lantern slides which may be
used to illustrate various plant organs. These are
excellent for showing detailed structures.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY - UHIT I.
!• Biology for Beginners, Moon and Mann
2. Biology for Today, Curtis-Caldwell-Sherman
3* Biology and Human Welfare, Peabody and Hunt
,
4, The Book of Bulbs, F. F. Rockwell
5# Dynamic Biology, Baker-Mills
6,
T?7eryday Problems in Biology, Pieper-Beauchamp-Frank
7* General Botany, Transeau
8, Introduction to Botany, Bergen and Caldwell
9, Manual of Gardening, L, H. Bailey
10* New Biology, Smallwood-Reveley-Bailey
11, Hew General Biology, Smallwood-Reveley-Bailey
12. Practical Landscape Gardening, R. B. Cridland
13* Principles of Plant Growth, W. W, Robbins
14, Problems in Biology, George W, Hunter
15, School and Home Gardening, K. C. Davis
Magazines which will be helpful for reference are:
1* Better Homes and Gardens
2, Good Housekeeping
3. Horticulture




8. V/oman’s Home Companion
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Parmera’ Bulletins, TI*S, Department of Agriculture:
1. T*r • B# Ho# 428 Testing Earm Seeds in the Home and the
Rural School
2. ft TT Ho# 447 Bees
3# rr TT Ho. 937 The 5hrm Garden in the North
4#
T
n rt Ho. 1001 ‘Growing B'nilt for Home Use
5.' TT TT Ho# 1171 Growing Annual Flowering Plants
6# ft n Ho# 1242 Permnent Fruit and Vegetable Gardens
7# n ft Ho# 1381 Herbaceous Perennials
Ertension Service Massachusetts State College
!• Extension Leaflet Ho# 29 Strawberry Crowing in
Massachusetts
2# " " Ho# 48 Growing Raspberries
3#^ " " Ho# 52 when to Use Lime for
Yege table Crops
4. ” ” Ho# 60 Start Tour Plants Gariy
Pamphlets v^hich may be obtained from Better Homes
and Gardens:
1. Leaflet No# B—G—
3
Plants for Beautifying Shady Places
2# Tt No# B-G-11 How to Have Continuous Bloom in the
Perennial Garden
3. IT Ho# B-G-19 Fifty Successful Shrubs to Plant in
the northern States
4# TT No# B-G-21 Plans for FLowor Borders
5. TT No# B-G-.33 Study Your Garden Soil and Its
Food Needs
6# TT No# B-.G-48 Brief List of Shrubs for Home
Planting
7# TT Ho# B-G-68 How to Combine Annuals and
Perennials
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8. Leaflet No. B-G-88 A Planting Plan for a Fan’s Garden
9. nn No. B-G-90 Dates of Bloom for
and Perennials
Trees, Shrubs,
10. rt No. B-G-6 Trees, Shruhs, and
Decorative Fruits.
Vines with
New England Wild Flower Preservation Society, Inc,
Leaflet No# 14. Soils for Oiir Wild Flowers
Seed Catalogs
1. Perry Seed Company
2. Henry Dreer & Company
3. Peter Henderson & Company
4. Joseph Breck and Sons - Seeds
5. Burpees’s Garden Book
6. - Penny Packet Seeds for Home and School Gardens, l?he
Children's Flower Mission, Cleveland, Ohio
7. Everything for the Water Garden, William Tricker, Inc.
8. Rock Plants from the North, Mitchell Nurseries, Inc.
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Problems to be dealt with in making my garden a success.
I How shall I care for my vegetable garden
after my seeds have germinated?
( a ) Hoe ing to
1. Control weeds
2. Loosen soil - why necessary
(b) Thinning - reason for
Theoretical Points
1* Study of v/eeds.
(a) What are they?
(b) Why are they so successful?
(c) Discussion of struggle for Existence
and Survival of the Fittest
II ’What shall I do to my flower garden to obtain
satisfactory blooms?
(a) Hoeing - reason for
(b) Transplanting
1. Why necessary
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III What are some of the common insects which I
nnist be on the lookout for?
!• What insects are injurious to the
vegetable garden?
(a) Mexican Bean Beetle
(b ) European Corn Borer
(o) Squash Bug
(d) Colorado Potato Beetle
(e) Cabbage Butterfly














5, How can these insect pests be controlled?
(a) By learning something about the
structure and the habits of each
insect in order to understand
the stage in its life history
when it does its damage
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(b) By making a study of poisonous
sprays to be used for
1. Insects with sucking
mouth parts
2* Insects with biting
mouth parts
(c) By making the acquaintance of some
insects which are the natural
enemies of our insect foes
1. Ladybird Beetle





2. Protective Coloration) insectsMimicry ) ^
IV What animals other than insects may destroy
my garden?
1* Woodchuck
(a) When does he visit the garden?
(b) What plants are his favorites?
(c) How shall I get rid of him?
2. Field Mice
Theoretical Points
1* Study of characteristics and life habits of
some mammals.
V Are there any animals which are helpful to me
in my garden?
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1* The Earthworm) what way are
« m. « ^ \ these helpful?2. The Toad )
Theoretical Points
!• Study of life history of toad*
VI What plant diseases must I watch out for, and






(a) Lilac, Cherry, Peach, Rose
Grape
4. Other fungous diseases
(a) Potato Wart
(b) Cabbage Yellows
5* Fungi destroying trees
(a) Bracket Fungus
(b) Chestnut Blight
(c) White Pine Blister Rust
(d) Dutch Elm Disease
Theoretical Points
1. What are J\ingi?
2* How many kinds of Fungi are there?
3. How do they obtain their food?
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VII Is it neoessary to prune my fruit and
ornamental trees?
1. What are the advantages?
2* When is the best time?
VIII How may I make new plants?
1. Slipping)
2. Layering] How accomplished?
)
3* Grafting) Advantages of each?
4. Budding ]
; >
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Patrolling?: the Garden .
or
Problems to be Dealt with in making: the Garden a Success.
Many people who wish to have a beautiful garden think that
all they have to do to fulfill their desire is to plan and
plant their garden and then sit down and wait for it to grow
and blossom. This is, of course, an entirely erroneous idea,
and those who proceed on this assumption are doomed to failure.
Planting the garden is the easiest part. The real work comes
in oaring for the garden after it begins to grow. If the
pupils have been able to plant real gardens, they will be able
to learn how to care for them as the gardens develop. If,
however, the garden is a paper one, the care of it must also
be on paper. This type of garden is preferable to none at
all, because the topics to be considered will be connected
with something definite and not taken up as so many isolated
subjects having no relation to each other or to a common
subject
,
The pupil is introduced to the care of his garden by a
lesson in hoeing. He learns that this should be done as soon
as the seedlings are large enough to permit it. Hoeing is
necessary for several reasons . First, the soil should be
loosened so that the tiny roots may penetrate it more easily.
Second, it is necessary to conserve the moisture already in
the soil. Third, the weeds must be controlled, as the plants
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grow larger, a hand cultivator may be used with good results.
The next step in the care of the garden is thinning,
which is done when the plants have attained a reasonable size.
They are thinned out to avoid crowding hich would result in
unsymr.etrical development and under-nourishment. Some plants
will grow more successfully if removed from the place where
they were originally planted and placed where they will have
more food material and more room for growth. This the pupil
learns is called transplanting. T/henever seedlings are trans-
planted the roots should be disturbed as little as possible
and the surrounding soil be allowed to remain on them. Seed-
lings taken up during thinning may be replanted. Often seed-
lings are started in cold frames and transplanted to the gard-
en when the weather pennits. This ^ives the seedlings an
early start. Transplanting should always be done very early
in the morning or at sunset - never in the bri^t sunlight,
which is too hot for the snail plants whose roots have not
yet gained a foothold. Seedlings transplanted in the morning
should be covered to protect them from the sun.
The pupil must also understand when and how much to
water his garden. He learns that the middle of the day is
not the correct time to water his garden. Many people do not
realize that watering in the heat of the sun will do much more
hann than good. Tiie amount of water necessary is also mis-
understood by many. The pupil has learned, when studying
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function to absorb the soil-water, which contains raw food
) material. He will, therefore, realize that water Vvhich only
wets the surface of the ground will be of no value. To do any
good, the water must penetrate below the surface so that the
roots may easily come in contact with it. If the water does
not go down into the ground, the roots, in order to obtain food
material, will be forced to stay near the surface and thus the
root system will not develop properly and a weak plant will be
the result.
As the plants grow larger, the pupil will find it advis-
able to stake tall plants which are not strong aiough to hold
themselves upri^t and those which will toe easily blown over
and broken by the wind. By staking is leant simply the
placing of a large stick beside the pi^nt and the tying of the
plant to the stake with raffia or strips of cloth, at the same
time care being taken not to tie tightly enough to injure the
plant in any way. It is often necessary to treat dahlias and
tomato plant s in this manner
.
It is also of advantage to trim the plants in son© cases.
The main stem should always be allowed to grow, but the devel-
opment of too many smaller stems means fewer flowers or fruits
as the plant uses its food material in stem and leaf growth
rather than in the maturing of flowers and fruits.
In his efforts to keep his garden free of weeds, the pu -
pil will soon realize that his plants have strong competitors.
He will do well to give a little time to the study of these
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troublesome plants. Why is it that they are so successful
in their attempt to gain a foothold and grow? He will find
several answers to this question, hut they all point to the
fact that weeds have certain adaptations which enable them to
win out over other plants. The observing student also
notices that all of his garden plants are not living and that
of those which are living some are much larger and stronger
than others. In this way the pupil has opened up the subject
of the Struggle for Existence. Time should be taken to discuss
this subject and to make sure that each pupil understands it.
The discussion will then continue with the meaning of Survival
of the Fittest. WilSi a better understanding of why weeds
thrive, the pupil may now continue his study of methods to be
employed for their control.
However, the pupil will soon learn that he has even more
troublesome foes than the weeds. The insects are beginning to
attack his plants in both vegetable and flower garden.
The class will immediately recall that they have made the
acquaintance with insects once before when they were studying
how the flower is able to. make a seed. The butterflies, honey
bees, and bumble bees were their friends at that time. They
learned that the plants and these insects were dependent upon
each other. Now they are going to learn about the insects
which arc man’s enemies and the enemies of their O'wn plants.
The Mexican Bean Beetle, a comparatively recent arrival in
the New England States, will give than no little concern. The
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Squash Bug appears on the squai^ vines and a little later they
must watch for the -European Corn Borer. The Colorado Potato
Beetle arrives in large nunbers. The cabbage leaves begin to
show the ravages of the larvae of the Cabbage Butterfly. The
pupil is now confronted with the problem of controlling these
pests before they destroy his plants. First, he must learn
something about the general structure, and the life history of
each one. Ke must know whether the insect possesses biting or
sucking mouth parts. This is necessary in order to determine
the kind of spray to use. It is evident that an insect
piercing the surface of the leaf with sucking mouth parts can-
not be killed by a poison on the surface of the leaf. Hence
a contact poison which will enter the tracheae as a vapor must
be employed. Hezt, he must study the life history of the
insect in order to be familiar with the stage in which it
damages his plants. He also wishes to know something of its
habits and its natural enemies. The better acquainted he
becomes with these contenders for his food supply, the better
are his chances of overcoming them. In the flower garden, he
meets insects of different names but no less troublesome. His
rose bushes ^ow the presence of the Rose Beetle. Thrips
attack his gladioli. Plant lice cover his nasturtiums.
The fruit trees need attention. i:.arly in the spring, the
ugly nests of the apple-tree tent caterpillar are conspicuous.
The codling moth is ready to lay her eggs when the apple
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bark at the base of peach trees indicates the presence of the
peach borer. The larvae of the brown-tail moth eat ravenous-
ly the foliage of both fruit and shade trees.
The gypsy moth which originally escaped from a labcratory
in Medford, Massachusetts, also attacks the foliage of shade
trees. The forest tent caterpillar is not j>articular about
its food; maple, oak, poplar, and elm leaves serve his purpose
equally well. An immense amount of damage is done to the
shade trees by the Japanese beetle and the tussoch moth.
Having familiarized himself with the life history and
habits of the common insect pests, the pupil now makes a study
of methods of controlling thean. He learns the difference
between poisonous and contact sprays, the ingredients of each
spray and the correct time to employ each. He learns other
methods of control such as bum ing the nests of tent cater-
pillars, burning of com stalks in the fall, and catching
Japanese beetles in an insect trap.
As he studies the destructive insects, he realizes that
he has some allies in th fona of their natural enemies. For
eiample, birds are mentioned repeatedly as being extremely
helpful by eating insects in all the stages of their life
history. Thus, the pupil recognizes the assistance givoi him
by the birds;, he comes to know' them; and he is eager to protect
them in return for their service to him. He discovers also
that all insects are not harmful. In fact, some are of
assistance to him because they prey upon destructive insects.
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The ladybird beetle helps to keep scale insects and aphids in
check. The ichneumon fly parasitizes the grape-vine cater-
pillar and the Tachnid flies do tbs same to the potato beetle
caterpillar. The Calosoma beetles devour the gypsy moth.
There are many other insects with which the pupil may c cane in
contact, but these common ones will be sufficient to show how
the study of insects in their relation to the garden may be
undertaken.
Several Interesting phases of insect life may be noted at
this time. As several examples of parasitism have been giv^,
the meaning of this teim sho Id be thoroughly understood. The
teacher might explain that there are cases where insects live
together to mutual advantage and that such a life is called
symbiosis. The pupils will then be able to find examples of
this. I'rotective coloration is excelloitly illustrated by
insects and numerous cases may be observed and reported.
Mimicry among insects is alwai’^s a fascinating subject and one
which never fails to interest a class, especially if well
illustrated with pictures.
Insects are not the only animals which damage the garden.
The woodchuck will do his share if allowed a free rein. Field
mice and rabbits also become a nuisance under certain condi-
tions. These mammalian pests must be dealt with in no uncert-
ain way, if damage by them is to be prevented. In order to
cope with them the pupil must know someth inr of their life
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Tery different frcsn the insects. He b icomes familiar with
the characteristics of mammals as a whole and with those of
rodents in particular.
At this point the pupil may have concluded that all
animals except birds are injurious to his garden. Even some
of these, as the crow and robjns, may rob him of his com or
cherries. This, however, is not the case. Ttere is the
earthworm seen frequently when the garden was spaded. Then
there is the snake which is fond of potato beetles, Even the
much shunned skunk assists in devouring large quantities of
these also. The toad, about which many false stories circu-
late, is an excellent friend, for his quick tongue catches an
untold number of insects. Here we have examples of three
types of animals not studied before - a segmented worm, a
reptile, and an smphibian. A little research by groups of
students will make possible several interesting reports on
various aspects of the life and habits of these rather unpopu-
lar animals, A better understanding of their ways may tend to
increase their popularity.
To the young, inexperienced gardener, the attack of the
various insects upon his plants in his vegetable and flower
gardens, and upon his fruit and shade trees, coupled with the
amount of time and money necessaiy to control than, is indeed
discouraging. The high hopes with which he entered upon his
gardening project have probably fallen somewhat, but now his
courage and endurance are to receive another test when he
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begins to notice a whitish growth on the leaves of the lilac,
cherry and peach trees. He learns that this strvicture, which
makes the leaves look as if they had been powdered, is known
as mildew, and that it is another plant called fungus. If
he is to check its development, he must familiarize himself
with this group of plants, their ways of living, and their
methods of reproducing themselves. Ee must also gain a know-
ledge of means of controlling them before they dosage his
plants seriously. With a feeling of concern for his garden
and one of curiosity over the sudden appearance of a new and
unsuspected enemy, the pupil begins his study of the fungi or
plants which lack chlorophyll. He discovers that there are
several kinds, of which some are deadly enemies while others
are extremely helpful. Inasmuch as he is now primarily in-
terested in the fungi causing plant diseases, he concentrates
upon a study of these, and puts aside the study of pathogenic
bacteria, yeasts, and molds until his garden no longer needs
his attention.
AS he delves deeper into his subject the pupil makes the
acquaintance of the bean blight which produces irregular dis-
eased areas in the leaves and reddish cankers on the stems
which are sometimes girdled. A true rust closely related to
the grain rust sometimes appears on the leaves, stems and
pods of beans as tiny, red pustules ifito ich later become black
in color.
Cabbage plants fall heir to a disease known as cabbage
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yellows or wilt. In this case it is the root which suffers
the attack by a lUngus living in the soil. The plants become
stunted and unsynaaetrical and their leaves curl up ana turn
yellow
.
In 1918, the potato ?/art was discovered in Pennsylvania
although it has been a damaging agent to the j-uropean potato
crop for many years. This fungus works upon the potato itself
and hence its presence is not known until the crop is harvested,
when it becomes evident in the small spongy outgrowths on the
surface of the potato. A number of these warts growing on
different parts of the potato will cause the potato to becaiie
a spongy mass which after turning brown and black will decay.
The com anut, onion smut, blossom-end rot of the tomato,
wilt disease of the cucunher, muskmelori and squash plants, and
stem and root rot of the pea are examples of other common
diseases from which our ooianon garden vegetables suffer.
Inasmuch as all of these diseases WDuld not attack any
one geirden, it will be advisable for the members of the class
to form committees - each committee being responsible for a
detailed report on one specific disease. The important points
to be noted will be; 1. Part of plant attacked; 2, Treatn;ent.
This will again open up the subject of sprays which were
studied previously in connection with insect control. The
difference between a fungicide and an insecticide will be
obvious to the pupil. 3. Means of prevention such as crop
rotation, disinfection of the seed and use of disease-res ist'^nt
• f
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The fruit and shade trees are not immune to fungous dis-
eases. In studying some of the more important ones the work
should be undertaken by oonmittees, one member of each com-
mittee being selected to present the ccmbined work of all to
the class. These reports may be made extremely interesting
and entertaining, if illustrative material is used in con-
nection with them. This material may be obtained in many
cases from the United States Department of Agriculture or fi^m
the various State Departments,
The apple rust, a fungus closely related to the wheat
rust,, has two hosts from ¥?hich it receives its food material.
In the fall this rust produces structures called ”cedar
apples" on cedar trees, the winter hosts. From these "cedar
apples" millions of spores develop the folloiving spring and
these infect new apple leaves, the second host.
Brown rot is the common rot of peaches, plums, and other
stone fruits. This rot, appearing at first as brown specks,
grows rapidly and the entire peach may soon become diseased.
It shrinks into a hard, brown "mummy". Often the disease
develops to such an extent that the twig bearing the peach
becomes infected and killed. Sven the blossoms are attacked
and they turn brown and die. Brown rot and peach scab are
responsible for the loss of millions of bushels of peaches
annually.
Chestnut blight nfeich attacks the bark of the tree ir
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responsible for the loss of practically all of the chestnut
trees in the eastern part of the United States.
The white pine blister rust threatens the destruction of
our white pine forests. This is another example of a rust
having two hosts; the second one being the currant and goose-
berry which must not be grown in the vicinity of the white
pine if the disease is to be controlled.
A conspicuous growth appearing on many shade trees cannot
fail to attract the pupil’s attention. This he learns is the
shelf or bracket fungus and is the reproductive part of the
plant; its lower surface producing millions of asexual spores
which start new fungi.
The importance of protecting New England’s elm trees from
destruction by the Dutch elm disease cannot fail to impress
itself upon the pupil. Warnings against the serious damage
which this fungus is capable of bringing to pass and methods
of prevention and control are constantly being broadcast by
both press and radio.
There are, of course, many other fungous diseases with
which the pupil may come in contact. Only a few examples of
the common ones are mentioned here in order to show the pupil
hew to undertake the study of the different types. Much
pleasure as well as benefit may be gained by the class, if
the work is divided in such a way that instead of being an
arduous task it takes the form of entertaining research.
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When setting out his trees, fruit and ornamental, shrubs
and vines, the pupil will learn that it is often necessary to
prune them before planting. This being the case, he must
study why pruning is necessary and how it is done. He learns
that there are several reasons why trees should be pruned if
they are to develop to the fullest extent. Young trees are
usually purchased from nursery stock. These nursei^’^-grown
trees are frequently crowded during growth so that their
development is not entirely ncxpmal. Pruning should be done
in such a way that the tree will assume its normal shape.
Removal of trees from the nursery often results in the break-
ing and loss of much of the root system. All roots injured
in this process should be ranoved and a smooth, clean surface
left. Ornamental evergreen and deciduous trees will not
permit extensive root pruning, but fruit trees will.
The amount of top pruning needed is determined largely by
the size of the root sy st^. The pupil will remember that
this is due to the fact that the growth of the branches
depends upon the food supply taken in by the roots. If the
roots are pruned severely, the branches should be even more so
for a reduced root system in a new location cannot possibly
absorb sufficient food and moisture to supply a large number
of branches.
As the trees grow older, other reasons for pruning
became evident. Careful removal of branches will produce a
tree compact and symmetrical in form. Some of our ornamental
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trees and shrubs branch in such a manner that they are unable
to withstand the wind and snow. The gardener may prevent such
injury by removing undesirable branches while the tree is young.
Fruit trees are pruned in order to thin out the fruit as
well as to check growth. The crop may thus be controlled so
that it will not overload the tree. The spread of many plant
diseases is checked by cutting off branches which have become
infected. Pear-bli^t, plum and peach rot are controlled in
this manner. Finally, pruning is necessay in order to remove
all dead, dying or broken branches.
The general reasons for pruning should be understood by
all the members of the class. However, since specific direc-
tions are necessary for pruning specific trees, it will be wise
for each pupil to make a study of one or two trees in which he
is particularly interested. If reports of these studies are
presented to the class and notes compared, each pupil will
know a little about pruning several kinds of trees and much
about those of especial importance to himself. The correct
ti s for pruning is a point which all should understand. The
pupil recalls that the stem is the plant’s circulatory organ
and that the sap containing raw and manufactured food will
escape if the stem is cut. Since pruning necessitates cutting,
it becomes apparent that this must be done when the sap is not
flowing - in other words, during the winter or early spring
months. This rule holds true except in the case of the grape
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former should he pruned in the fall or winter* Shruhs like
the forsythias, deutzias, and wei^elas must receive their
pinning immediately after flowering as they are covered with
flower buds in the fall.
, Another interesting phase of garden care is plant
propagation. Possibly the pupil touched upon this subject
vhen he first studied the stem in connection with the planning
of his garden* In any case, it will be well for him to review
at this time what he has learned about stem structure and
fur^ction. If he has not already done so, he may now add to
his list of services rer.dered to the plant by the stem that of
propagation or, in other words, the making of a new plant.
"But", he may say ,"doesn’t the work of making a new plant be-
long to the seed?" True enough, and here is another plant
organ aapable of doing the same thing, and not without certain
advantages.
When questioned, the pupil will doubtless say that he has
often heard someone at home speak of "slipping" a plant. Hot
being particularly concerned, he has paid little attention
except to note that the portion of the plant removed was put
in water or perhaps damp sand, allowed to remain there for
some time, and finally put in the garden. How he learns that
that a "slip" is a stem cutting from the end of which new
roots will grow, thus producing a new plant. Many herbaceous
or soft wood stems such as coleuses, geraniums, begonias,
fuchsias are propagated in this manner. A similar method is
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employed with the hard woods. Cuttings are made from the
ripened wood of grape, currant, gooseberry, privet, hydrangea
and such trees as willows and poplars. The correct manner
in which the cuttings should be made and the treatment
necessary to insure their successful development into new
stoclc, should be studied by the pupil and then put into pract-
ice by him as any schoolroom will be large enough to allow such
a procedure. Additional work in this line might easily be
done at home and then brought to school.
Some woody plants do not propagate readily from cuttings.
In such cases another method, layering, may be used. layering
is acccsaplished by placing* a branch, while still attached to
the parent plant, in contact with the ground and covering it
with soil until it se’^ds out roots or shorts. This pro-
cedure will assist the pupil in multiplying his roses, grapes,
currants and raspberries.
Grafting and budding now remain for the pupil to study.
These two methods of stem propagation will prove to be of
great value to the owner of a small garden especially if he
desires a variety of fruit and finds himself handicapped by
lack of space. Hot only is it important that the pupil under-
stand and be able to apply the principles of .grafting and
budding in connection with his own trees, but he should be
informed on this subject because of the extended use of these
methods by horticulturists in multiplying all of the common
fruits. Therefore it seems best that each pupil make a
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complete stndy of this subject. Some of the points worthy of
note are:-
1. What is meant by grafting? (Difference
between scion and stock.)
2* How is grafting accomplished?
3. ^hat season are the best results obtained?
4, What are the advantages of grafting?
The pupil who completes these minimum requirements before
the other members of the class may study other less common
methods of grafting.
Each pupil should bring to the classroom a stock and a
scion to demonstrate that he understands the correct procedure.
A better procedure, however, will be to do some actual grafting
in the garden and then watch the development during the follow-
ing years. A little planning will probably make this possible.
Budding is one of the most economical forms of artificial
propagation and is steadily gaining in popularity.
1. Why is this true?
2* How does it differ from grafting?
3. What are the disadvantages, if any?
There are other phases of garden care, but the pupil who
has mastered the suggestions contained in this unit should
have a fairly good idea how to make his garden grow success-
fully.
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Prevision for Individual Differences
Additional topics for further study:
1« Crop Rotation
2. Girdling of Trees





1. Collection of eggs, cocoons and
chrysalids of moths and butterflies
2. "Construction of breeding cages for
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The following films msy be obtained through the Visual
Education Department of the City of Boston:
Animal Camouflage 16 MM One Reel
Butterflies and Moths n n n n
Cecropla Moth n rr n n
Nature’s Handiwork n n n n
(Showing Metamorphosis of Moths and Butterflies)
Planting and Care of Trees 16 MM One Reel
Toads n n n tf
Film slides which are helpful in connection with
Unit II are;
!• Barberry Eradication (U.S. Dept. Agriculture)
2. Cabbage Diseases n n n rt
3. Common Weeds I (S.V.S. Picturols)
4. Common Weeds II nun n
5. Farmers’ Allies and Pests (Bray)
6. How Insects Attack Garden Vegetables and Methods
of Control (U.S. Dept. Agriculture)
7. Plant Propagation (U.S. Dept. Agriculture)
8. The Colling Moth ” « " "
9. Soil Cultivation and Soil Fertilization (Guy
Garrard Series)
10. The European Corn Borer and His Work-Control of
(U.S. Dept. Agriculture)
11. The Japanese Beetle (U.S. Dept. Agriculture)
12. Toads (S.V.E. Picturols)
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The Keystone View Company in their Science Catalog
Ho# 30 list lantern slides of ftmgi, moths, butterflies and
other animals mentioned in Unit II#
The field trips which may be taken in connection with
this unit are the same as those listed for Unit I.
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BIBLIOGRAPHT « UNIT II.
A Texfbook in General Zoology, Llnville and Kelly
Biology for Today, Curtis-Caldwell-Sherman
Biology for Beginners, Moon and Mann
Biology and H\iman Welfare, Peabody and Hunt
Dynamic Biology, Baker-Mills
EJverj'-day Problems in Biology, Pieper-Beauchamp-Erank




Insect Pests of Farm, Garden and Orchard, E.W. Sanderson
Life Histories of American Insects, C. M. Weed
Manual of Weeds, A. Georgia
-Manual of Vegetable-Garden Diseases, Charles Chupp
New Biology, Smallwood-Reveley-Bailey
New General Biology, Smallwood-Reveley-Bailey
Problems in Biology, G. W. Hunter
The Insect Book, L. 0. Hov/ard
The Living World, H. G. Mank
Magazines which will be helpful for reference are:
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Fanaers* Bulletins, U*S. Department of Apiculture:
The Propagation of Plants
Pruning
?7©0ds - How to Control Them
The Apple-Tree Tent
The Squash-Vlne Borer
The Bollwom or Com Earworm
Control of Aphids Injurious to Orchard
Fruits, Currant, Gooseberry, and Grape
Insects Injurious to Deciduous Shade
Trees and Hheir Control
The Peach Borer
Control of the Codliu'^ Moth
The Gipsy Moth and the Brown-Tall Moth
and Their Control
Control of Potato Tuber Diseases
Disease and Insects of Garden Vegetables
Currants and Gooseberries - Their Culture
and Relation to White-Pine Blister Rust
Soil Productivity as Affected by Crop
Rotation
Insect Enemies of the Flower Garden
Inoculation of Legumes and Hon-Legumes
With Nitrogen-Fixing and Other Bacteria
1. .B. Ho. 157
2m n tf Ho. 181
3m ft n Ho. 660
4# n ft Ho. 662
5. ft f? Ho. 668
6* ft ft Ho. 872
7. tt n Ho. 1128
8. tt ft Ho. 1169
9. tt n Ho. 1246
10, ft tt Ho. 1326
11. -ft n Ho. 1335
12^ n ft No. 1367
13. ft ft Ho. 1371
14. ft tt Ho. 1397
15. n It Ho. 1398
16. tt It Ho. 1475
17. ft n Ho. 1495
18. ft n Ho. 1496
19. tt tt Ho. 1527
20. ft tt No. 1544
21. tt n No. 1547
22. It tt Ho. 1548
The Common Barberry and Blach Stem Rust
Rose Diseases - Their Causes and Control
The European Com Borer
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23. P.B. No. 1569 Earthworms as Pests and Otherwise
24. ” ” No. 1591 Transplanting Trees and Shruhs
Extension Service Massachusetts State College
1. Extension Leaflet No. 7 Pruning and Care of Shrubbery
2. " ” No. 8 The Treatment of Girdled Trees
3. ” " No. 33 MaJcing Bordeau Mixture
State Department of Agriculture
State of Rhode Island
1. Bulletin No. 4 The Japanese Beetle
2. ” No. 5 The Mexican Bean-Beetle
3. " No. 6 The Elm Leaf-Beetle
Destroying Rodent Pests in the Parm - Government Printing
Office, Washington, David S, Lantz
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0 Making the acq.ua in tance of plants which lack chloro-
phyll hy he coming familiar with their lives in
relation to our own.
A, Bacteria*
I How do bacteria affect my health?
(a) How do bacteria gain access to my
body?
(b) How may I prevent their entrance?
1. Sterilization
2* Use of Antiseptics
3. Use of Disinfectants
4. Ciuarantine
(c) How does my body protect itself against
bacteria?
1* Secretions of Digestive System
2. ’^Ite Corpuscles - Leucocytes
3* Antitoxins
4. lEHnunity - Natural and Acquired








1* Contributions of Loefler, Roux and
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von BeJriring to the discovery of the
cause and treatment of diphtheria.
S* The Schi(2k Test
3, Dr. Edward Jenner and his discovery of
vaccination to prevent smallpox
4. Hydrophohia and the Pasteur Treatment
5* Robert Koch and his work with Tuberculosis
6* The Effect of Sir Joseph Lister’s work upon
Surgery
7* The Lick Test
8, Typhoid Fever - the part it has played in the
wars of this country
(e) What are some of the ways by which my
city safeguards the health of its
citizens?
1* Protection of Water Supply
2, Protection of Milk Supply
3, Lis posal of Sewage
4, Lisposal of Garbage
II Shall I find Bacteria in my hone and will they
help or harm me?




2. Bacteria which spoil my foods
(a) How is this done?
1* Lecay
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1* Development of the Microscope
2, Louis Pasteur and his work
3. Pure Food and Drug Laws
III Are there any bacteria which are helpful to my
garden?




2. Rotation of Crops
Theoretical Points in connection with the study of bacteria.
1. 'dVhat are bacteria?
.ST
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2. What is their size and shape?
3. Under what conditions will they flourish?
4* How may I grow them in t-he laboratory?
Yeasts*
1* In what ways are yeast plants helpful to me?
(Bread llaklng)
2. Do yeast plants Injure me in any way?
(Fermentation of fruit juices)
Theoretical Points
1. Structure of Yeast Plant
2. L^ethod of Reproduction
Special Topics:
1* Preparation of commerioal Yeast Cake




(a) Under what conditions shall we
expect it to develop?
(b) Where does it come from?
(o) Why does it appear on broad?
(d) Are any other foods attacked?
2. In what otlier ways do molds affect us?
(a) Assist in decomposition
(b) Use in cheeses
(c) Cause of disease (Ringworm)*
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ITKIT III 78 .
Makln,g; the acquaintance of plants which lack chloroph.vll
by beeomln/? familiar with their lives
in relation to our own.
In the two preceding units, the pupil has been giving his
attention primarily to the study of the life of the green
plants in his garden and to methods of caring for them. In
addition, he has made the acquaintance of one group of plants
which were not chlorophyll bearing and which caused him no
little concern when they obtained their livelihood at the ex-
pense of his plants in fruit, vegetable or flower garden. This
group of plants he called parasitic fungi. Now he is about to
continue his study of the fungi and will learn that bacteria,
yeasts and molds are members of this same group, and although
they are not conspicuous they bear a very great influence on
his daily life. ’iThat is this influence? Is it for good or
evil? How can anything too small for me to see either help
me or harm me? These are some of the questions which the
pupl^^sks himself.
Health is a subject of vital importance to everyone and
one in which the pupil cannot fail to be interested. There-
fore, it will be well to continue the study of fungi with
bacteria and their relation to the health of the pupil and his
family. If the teacher asks the class the cause of disease
he is almost certain to receive the answer: ^Germs". .7hen he
asks for a definition of germs he will be told that they are
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something which cause disease. Thus the teacher has returned
to the starting point* Sow he may proceed with an introduction
to the study of bacteria by explaining to the class that they
are one type of micro-organism which is responsible for disease.
' Inasmuch as all diseases are not caused by bacteria, the
class should now make a list of those which are. It might
also be well to make a second list of those produced by other
organisms. Such a list is helpful for ocanparison. It also
may be used by the brighter pupil for extra study along the
line of health. How bacteria gain access to the body is
logically the next point to be considered. The pupil learns
that many diseases are communicable; that is, they are con-
tracted in one way or another from someone already having the
disease. Sometimes pet animals transmit a disease. Flies,
lice and cockroaches are known as mechanical carriers since
they carry the bacteria but do not themselves act as hosts.
Other transmitting agents are water, milk and food. The
bacteria enter the body through a body opening such as the
mouth or nose or through a break in the skin.
If bacteria producing disease enter the body, they do
not all attack the same part of the body nor do they all have
the same injurious effect. The class is now divided into
small groups each of which will make a report of one particular
disease. Such common communicable diseases as Tuberculosis,
Typhoid Fever, Diphtheria, Blood Poisoning, Septic Sore
Throat, Measles, etc. will be discussed. Some of the important
•ad *x4dop9^ RjoriiT •auaaalX) dBjxBO • dotilw ''.nld^aaoa
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points to be kept in mind when preparing the reports are: -
1* Cause of the disease.
2. Method of transmission.
. 3, Part of body attacked.
‘
' 4. Injury produced.
With this material in hand, the groups may then continue with
a study of means of prevention and ways of curing the disease.
Under means of prevention, the pupil will first consider steps
necessary to prevent the entrance of bacteria into the body.
Obviously, the most effective procedure would be to kill
bacteria by sterilization of all objects used by a person suf-
fering from a disease, proper disposal of all handkerchiefs,
etc., and disinfection of excreta from typhoid fever patients.
An antiseptic should be applied to all wounds, cuts and
scratches. Since germs multiphy rapidly whenever there is
filth, all rules of cleanliness and sanitation must be care-
fully observed. The strict enforcement of the laws of
quarantine is necessary. In connection with this study the
pupil has met several new terms whose meaning he must under-
stand - Sterilization, Disinfection (disinfectant ) , Antiseptic,
Quarantine.
If for some reason the measures already mentioned do not
prevent the entrance of the bacteria, the body itself will
begin to fight the disease germs as soon as entrance is gained.
vVhat are these means of defence? A little investigation will
reveal the first line of defence to be secretions produced by
t%%m Biioq9*x etii aodir Jbalii aX iqsi 9d ot BtaXoq
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the glands of the digestive system, particularly the hydro-
chloric acid of the gastric juice* If, however, the germs
succeed in entering the hlood stream, the white corpuscles,
or leucocytes, surround and digest them, thus preventing their
development* Further assistance is given by the living cells
of the body Tdiich pour antitoxins into the blood stream to
affect the toxins produced by the bacteria. As long as the
antitoxin remains in the blood stream, the individual is said
to be immune from the disease.
This brings the pupil to the subject of immunity - natiiral
and acquired - the latter being of two kinds, active and
passive.
At this point, it will be advisable for the pupil to begin
a more detailed study of the work done by famous bacteriologists
in connection with some of the diseases already mentioned. Still
working in groups, they may prepare reports on:-
1. Contributions of Loefler, Roux, and von Behring
to the discovery of the cause and treatment of
diphtheria.
2. The Schick Test.
3. Dr. Edward Jenner and his discovery of vaccination
to prevent smallpox.
4. Hydrophobia and the Pasteur Treatment.
5. Robert Koch and his work with tuberculosis.
6. The effect of Sir Joseph Lister’s work upon
surgery.
7. The Dick Test.
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As the pupil has studied these various diseases - their cause,
means of transmission, prevention, and cure - he has noted
the emphasis placed upon cleanliness and sanitation. It is,
therefore, an opportune time for him to make a study of what
his town or city is doing to protect the health of its
citizens. Hence such topics as:
1. How is our water purified?
2. What are the laws regarding the sale of milk
and what are the means of their enforcement?
3. What method is employed for the disposal of
sewage?
4. Is there a regular system for garbage collection?
In our study of bacteria up to the present, we have
heard only of the hamful ones. Many people believe that all
bacteria are harmful since some cause serious diseases. This,
however, is not true. Many are entirely harmless and some
are helpful to us. The pupil will consider now the bacteria
which he will meet in his home. Are there any which are
helpful and how? How are they harmful? Half of the class
will prepare an answer to the first q^uestion and the other
half will answer the second question.
Those who are reporting on the ways in which bacteria
are helpful will include:
1. Bacteria giving flavor to food. (Cheese, butter,
bread)
2. Bacteria used in cider and vinegar making.
3. Bacteria useful in industries. (Preparation of flax,
jute, hemp, and sponges.)
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The pupils reporting on the harmful bacteria will note:-
1. Bacteria vifcich spoil our foods by causing decomposi-
tion and producing poisons in them.
2* Methods of saving our foods from bacteria.
(a) Heat. The pupil will become familiar
with the difference between sterilization
and pasteurization and the time when each
should be used.
(b) Refrigeration. How have modern methods of
refrigeration affected our supply of fresh
fruits and vegetables*
(c) Preservatives*
In the unit dealing with the care of the garden, the pupil
learned that bacteria cause the decomposition of dead plant and
animal bodies the elements of which are used by green plants
for food making. He will also recall that nitrogen-fixing
bacteria helped to fertilize his garden and that if these
bacteria were missing it would be well for him to purchase
cultures with which to inoculate his soil. Thus it is evident
that bacteria are helpful to the gardener.
By this time the pupil has probably become curious enough
ab:ut bacteria to wish to see some growing. This may be ac-
complished by making culture medium and pouring it into petri
dishes. The culture medium after sterilization is exposed to
various substances to determine the presence of bacteria. The
dishes may be exposed to air, water, milk, money, fingers,
hair, lipstick, nail file, etc. This impresses the pupil
with the fact that bacteria are found everywhe/e. After leav-
In the dishes in a warm pla^e for a few days, tiny dots
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appear on the surface of the culture medium. These are
colonies of bacteria. By varying the conditions under which the
colonies are grown, the pupil may determine which conditions
are most favorable to the development of bacteria - for example
,
light or darJcness, dryness or moisture, etc. If a small amount
of iodine or some other antiseptic is poured over a culture
medium after its exposure to bacteria, the effect of the anti-
septic will readily be seen. A pure culture (one containing
but one kind of bacteria) may be made by inoculating a steri-
lized culture medium with bacteria taken from one colony. A
drop of water taken from the serum at the top of a hay infusion
when examined under the compound microscope will reveal several
forms of bacteria. There are any number of interesting experi-
ments which the pupil may carry out. The extent of the ex-
perimentation will be determined by the teacher, but enough
should be done to make the pupil thoroughly familiar with the
size and shape of bacteria, the conditions under which they
flourish, the rate of speed at which they multiply and their
method of self-preservation under adverse conditions.
This study of bacteria opens up a phase of plant life in
which the pupil cannot fail to be interested. He is interested
not only because of the great influence of these tiny organisms
upon his everyday life, but because of the wonderful work which
has b?en done by scientists in the discovery of them, and man^s
efforts to control them. Since bacteria were unknown before
the microscope came into existence, it will be well for the
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pupil to learn about the development of this wonderful instru-
ment and the important part which it has plaved in the
development of bacteriology. The contributions of such men
as Leeuwenhoek, Robert Hooke, and Iv5alpighi should be reported.
The work of Louis Pasteur and Tyndall in their efforts to dis-
prove the theo'^ of spontaneous generation might well be given
special attention. There are other thrilling stories of work
done in the field of bacteriology. The ones mentioned here will
suffice as examples to be augmented at the discretion of the
teacher.
‘ndther fungus having a direct influence upon the daily
life of the pupil is the yeast plant. These, although micro-
scopic, are not as small as the bacteria ^ust studied. Every
pupil 3bicws that a yeast cake is necessary for bread making.
Does he realize that there are many tiny living plants in this
yeast cake and does he kno?/ how they make the bread rise? The
pupil may now begin his study of yeast by learning its
importance in bread making. At the present time this process
is almost a lost art and is rarely seen in the home. It is
not to be wondered at, then, that the pupil when purchasing
a loaf of bread does not give any thought to how it was pro-
duced. Perhaps this process will be best understood if each
pupil carries out a simple experiment and makes his own ob-
servations. This experiment may be done at home and the
results obtained brought to school. Using half a cup of flour
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yeast cake, the pupil adds enough water to make a sticky mass
of dough and sets it aside in a warm place (70-90® F) . He
then makes tv/o more masses of dough in the same manner and he
puts one of these where it is cold and the other in a hot place.
In a short time he notices his first mixture is rising and that
holes are appearing in it. By consulting his textbooks, he
finds that this change has been caused by the formation of
bubbles of gas known as carbon dioxide. This gas and
alcohol are always produced where yeast plants use sugar for
food. His mixtures placed in the cold and hot temperatures
are not filled with pores and he may rightly conclude that the
yeast plants have not grown. Since all the conditions except
temperature are the same, he realizes that a warm temperatu-
e
favors the development of yeast plants.
He then takes his three mixtures and finds that the one
containing the bubbles of gas is porous and light while the
other two are solid and heavy. Further study of reference
material tells him that the carbon dioxide and alcohol have
been driven off by the heatcf the oven, and that the bread is,
therefore, light and digestible. This simple experiment
proves to him the importance of yeast in every loaf of bread
he buys.
Another simple experiment may be performed by the pupil
to show the effect of ;reast growth in fruit juices. The
pupil knows that grape Juice left exposed to the air for a day
or two will develop a sharp taste and sour odor, but he
UBem, ^ol4% m •jUb d^ffonh BtbB Ilqsfq^eiU tanBix
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does not Imow why. He may easily determine why by conducting
the followir.g experiment. In each of two jars he pours a cup
of water and a little molasses. To one jar he adds a small
amount of yeast cake dissolved in water. He puts a tight ^
cover on the top of the second jar and adds no yeast. In a
day or two he observes bubbles of gas forming on the surface
of the ll(iuid containing the yeast. The mixture begins to
.'S
smell sour and is sharp and biting rather than sweet to the '
taste. He discovers that the sugar is no longer present, but
has been changed to carbon dioxide and alcohol. Upon examina-
tion of his second jar he finds that no such changes have
occurred. Therefore
,
he concludes that the yeast must have
caused the change* Thus, he can now understand why so much
damage is done to jellies, preserves, canned fruits and
syrups as a result of fermentation. There are many other
simple and interesting experiments with yeasts, which may be
carried out, at home or in the classroom, by the pupils who
finish their work before the othe s. They may later explain
their results to the class.
Sxamination under the coapound microscope of a drop of
liquid containing compressed yeast in solution will reveal
to the pupil the size and shape of these tiny plants. Their
method of reproduction may also be observed.
In connection with their study of yeast plants, the
pupils may make a study of how the commercial yeast cake is
3Bj»o0l.noo ^iftr xliM xm •H .^Sw noint toa B*ot
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made and of the part played hy yeast in the making of
alcoholic beverages.
Another common fongus which the pupil meets freq^uently
is the mold plant found growing on bread, other foods,
leathers, paper, etc. The best way for the pupil to study
this plant is to raise a specimen for himself. Before he can
do this, he must find, in a reference book, the conditions
favoring its growth and then apply them. If he does this, he
will soon observe a mass of fine, interlacing threads growirg
on the surface of the bread. He will then study briefly the
structure of the bread mold as it develops. He will see that
this is a more complex form of fungus than the ones previous-
ly studied and that its method of reproduction is different.
This will be a good time to compare the method of reproduc-
tion of fungi with that of green plants.
As he proceeds with his study of molds, the pupil will
find other ways in which they help or harm him. Some assist
bacteria in causing the decay of plant bodies, thus making
raw food material available for use by the green plant.
Others give flavors to certain cheeses as Gorgonzola
,
Roq.uefort, and Camembert, thus proving themselves useful.
All the mold plants mentioned are saprophytes - that is,
they get their food from non-living organic material. At
least one type of mold plant is a parasite on man causing a
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Ihls "brief study of the fan<gl will £jiYe the pupil an
understandin/- of the great value of these apje rently unimpor-
tant plants to his daily life and health. He no longer
doubts that 3oi!ie are his deadly enemies while others are his
indispensable friends. With this 3mowl0d.?e
,
he will have a
greater appreciation of the ’vonderful work being done by
scientists in their effort to add to his well-being and to
protect his own health.
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Additional topics which may be used for further study
1. Butter and Cheese Making
2, The Study of Zildible and Poisonous Mushrooms
3* Raising Lfushrooms for the Market
4, The Canning Industry
A. Fruits
B, Vegetables
5. Vitamins Found in Teast Plants
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The following films may be obtained through the Visual
Education Department of the Cil^r of Boston:
!• Armies of Health and Disease 16
2, Bacteria ”
3, Bread, Staff of Life ”
4, Dairy Products "
5, Diphtheria ”
6, Disease Carriers ”
7, Louis Pasteur 35
8, Mold and Yeast 16
9, Preservation of Emits and Vegetables 35
10. Purifying Water 16
' !!• Tuberculosis and How it May be Avoided ”
12, v?hat Cows Give Us ”
Film Slides helpful in connection with Unit III are;
Bray-Syegate
!• Dairy Products of Our Own and other Lands, Production
of Milk
2. Milk Products, Condensed Milk, Butter and Cheese
3. Inspection and Distribution of Milk
4. Inspection of Food Products
5* Ice and Refrigeration
6* Canning Industry
7. How Disease is Spread
8* How to Prevent Disease
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3. The Ply Pest
Spencer
1. Micro-Organ! ans and Disease
2. Tuberculosis is Curable
Lantern Slides irtiich may be obtained from the IGeystone
View Company are:
Bacteria:
1* Harmful Bacteria of Throat Disease
2* Useful Bacteria
3. Nitrification Bacteria
4. Useful Bacteria - Used at Sewage Disposal Plants
5* Harmful Bacteria - Crown Call in Red Raspberry Plant
Fungi
:
1. Yeasts magnified 2,000 times
Industrial Plants which may be visited are:
1* A large milk distributing company - Hood’s or
Whiting’s
2, Bond Bread Company
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Magazines which, will be helpful for reference are
!• Better Homes and Gardens
2. Good Housekeeping
3, Horticulture
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l.Ialclrif; the acQualntance of "birds through a study of
their manner of livin;? and their relation to our own life
A rrorrram for a Yearns Study of Bird Life*
September - An Invitation to Bird Acquaintance.
October - Organization of a Junior Audubon
Club and Bird Activities during
September and October.
November - Our Winter Birds.
December - Feeding our Birds in Winter.
January - Birds as Citizens.
February - Protection of our Birds - Sanctuaries,
Treaties, etc.
Inarch - Travels of Birds.
April - Birds as Home Makers.
May - Bird Songs and Gall Notes.
June - Our Summer Birds and Ways of
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The foxLTth unit which deals with the study of bird life is
planned to cover the school year. There are two reasons for
this assignment of our study of birds. First, there is so
much of value and interest to be learned about birds that it
does not seem advisable to crowd this subject into a limited
period of time when such a method of presentation is not
necessary. Second, In his study of birds by the month, the




and he can meet the majority of them under
A
normal circumstances and in their natural environments. By
gradually accumulating information about bird life he will be
able to assimilate more of what he learns, and thus in later
years be able to use this knowledge to greater advantage in
his leisure time.
Early in September when the school organization is
running smoothly and classes have become stabilized, the
teacher may find it expedient to extend to his Biology classes
an invitation to make the acquaintance of some of their
feathered friends and neighbors. ^Upon questioning the pupils
the teacher will doubtless find that some members of the class
are already more or less familiar with certain birds. There-
fore, it would be well to give each pupil a few minutes in
which to tell what he has observed or to ask questions about
some bird with which he is less familiar^^ Through these
contributions and their discussions the interest of the entire
1•dc
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class will become aroused. /At this paint the teacher might
cite some observation or experience of his own thus
adding to the class discussion. ) Pupils of Boston and vicini-
ty are almost certain to mention gulls as birds with which
they are at least slightly familiar. In this case the teacher
has an excellent opportunity to relate the great service
rendered to the early settlers of Salt Lake City by the gulls,
and to explain how, as an expression of gratitude to the gulls
which saved them from starvation by devouring the grasshoppers
that threatened their crops, the inhabitants erected a monu-
ment in the heart of the city. 'Ehis monument dedicated to all
useful birds is surrounded by a pool of water where birds may
drink and bathe. The teacher should show pictures of gulls
and of the monument erected in their honor.
(^he invitation to bird acquaintance may be presented,
however, /ffithout -drlscwCsairh^-^ in the form of a moving pictui e
film depicting some interesting phase of bird life* A film
strip may also be used to advantage. Although the latter does
not show the birda in motion, it does portray them in their
natural habitats, stereoptioon slide has the advantage
of showing the birds in their true colors, and thus an appeal
on the side of their aesthetic value is made^^ If the
teacher has no picture machines at his command, he may find
many excellent pictures which the pupils will enjoy, in bird
books and magazines describing bird life. |As the pictures
V
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are shown the pupils may give the names of those birds with
which they are familiar and add any bits of information which
they may have about each one. Such a procedure arouses the
interest of all the class members and makes each one anxious
to take part in the discussion if he has anything to contri-
bute •
^The teacher is now in a position to ask the class this
question: Do you think it is worth while to make the acquain-
tance of the birds? ^ This is really a personal challenge to
each member of the class, ind after further consideration and
discussion the group is able to reach such conclusion as:
Yes, because
, 1, They are our neighbors and so are more within our
reach than any of the higher animals.
2. They are present everyv/here: field, woods, sky,
shore, orchard, gardens, city parks, and streets.
3. Some of them are with us during each season.
4. They make our world a happier place in which to
live because of their beauty of plumage, grace of
motion, and vocal ability.
A
i5. They shov/ great intelligence in migration, mating, 1
and nest habits. »
6. Some of their traits of character are not unlike
our own, for example: love, hate, jealousy, anger,
fear, bravery, cowardice, and curiosity.
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They are of jreat iraportance to ns in saving onr
crops from destruction "by insects, rodents, etc.
(The teacher now explains to the class how they may become
members of a club known as the Junior Audubon Club, a division
of the National Association of iudubon Societies. After due
consideration, the class decides to organize such a club at
the next meeting 'in October, and to be ready at that time to
elect a President, Secretary, and Treasurer. Inasmuch as
they are not very familiar with the aims and accomplishments
of the National Association of Audubon Societies of which they
are to be a part, it is suggested that a committee make a
report on this in October and that another committee explain
what will be expected of them as members of a Junior Audubon
Club, (as there is a doubt as to who Audubon was or why the
,
club should be named for him, a third: committee is appointed /
I
.'S ' I
to investigate ^nd report to the class This committee has i
an additional duty, the selection of a name for this partleuJar
club. A fourth committee is to report on bird activities
during September and October.
In accordance with the plans made in September, the class
elects at the October meeting a President, Secretary, and
Treasurer all of whom assume office at once. The Treasurer
collects the dues (10 cents for each member) which he will
send to the Massachusetts Audubon Society for membership
buttons and bird pamphlets.
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The committees report on;
1. Alms, purposes and accomplishments of
National Association of Audubon Societies.
2. Duties as members of the Junior Audubon Society.
3. The Work of John James Audubon.
4. Bird Activities during September and October,
In November the Junior Audubon Club is ready to begin its
study of winter birds. By this time all of the spring and
summer birds have left for the south and only the permanent
residents and the winter visitors are in evidence. The
teacher should explain that winter is an excellent season for
the new student to begin to make the ac{iuaintance of birds.
To be sure there are only a few birds which the pupil will
meet without going out of his way, but those few may be more
easily learned because of their limited number and because of
the bareness of the trees. The pupil who thoroughly familiar-
izes himself with these will be able to learn more easily the
spring and summer birds as they return frcm their winter
homes. ("^^0 weeks before the club meeting each member draws
from a box a slip of paper upon which the name of a bird is
written. He is asked to be ready to give a few descriptive,
interesting, and outstanding facts about this bird when its
picture is thrown on the screen during the club period. At
this time the members enjoy an excellent set of colored slides
entitled Our Winter Birds including pictures of the permanent
'’'Supplied by Massachusetts Audubon Society.
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residents and the less familiar winter visitors. l!he dis-
tlHi!^! shins features and hah its of each bird are pointed out
hy the pupil mahlng the study of that particular bird, and the
teacher makes any necessary additions.
(^3 the weather b comes colder and snow and ice storms
appear at frequent intervals the food supply becomes a real
problem in the bird^s life. Therefore it seems fitting that
the club members look into this phase of bird life with the
view of being of assistance if possible. Hence, their program
for December is entitled Feeding Our Birds In Winter. Since
this is a subject with which everyone should be familiar and
about which considerable material is available, each member
of the club makes some contribution, written, oral, or illus-
trative, at the club meeting. Many magazines interested in
birds publish at this season articles with helpful suggestions.
Rev/spapers often run short articles, particularlyafter a bad
storm. Advertisemenls describirg and illustrating feeding
devices are fairly plentiful during the winter months. There-
fore finding illustrative material is not an arduous task.
The showing on the screen of various ways and devices for
feeding birds adds an enjoyable as well as a utilitarian
touch.
Some of the important points suggested for the club
members to keep in mind are:
Kinds of food which birds like. \\1
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2. Various types of feeding devices which may he used
to make food accessible, at the same time keeping
it dry.
Means of protecting birds from their enemies
while they are feeding.
Species of shrubs bearing fruits liked by our birds.
Why is suet an excellent food to offer the birds?
What kinds of weather make the birds entirely
dependent upon us for food?
Bo the birds need any water in the winter time?
_
What is the best way for me to go about feeding birds?
^"^Some wide-awake pupil may raise this question; are we
feeding the birds ^ust because we wish to help them? Are
they of any help to us? The teacher then has the opportunity
to explain that birds are indeed helpful to us, particularly
so in their destruction of many of our worst pests .
^
This /
immediately opens up to the club a new way in which to ap-
proach the study of birds. Which ones help us and how?
Bo any harm us and if so in what way? Since there are so
many birds it is immediately evident that all could not be
studied by each member of the club. ^Pherefore
,
the club is
again divided into committees, each committee preparing a
report upon a certain group of birds, as follows; ^
1. The Flycatchers - Swifts and Swallows.
2.
'"/’^ The Night Patrol - WTiippoorwills and Nightingales.
3. The "Cops” of the Woods - Woodpeckers, Nuthatches
and Creepers.
J
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4* ( The Guardians of our Orchards - Wrens,
Bluebirds, Cuckoos, etc.
5. The Leaf "'White Wings” - Warblers and Yireos.
6. The Ground Squad - Thrushes and Sparrows.
7. The "Mighty Hunters" - Hawks ahd Owls.
8. ^ Weed Seed Destroyers - Finches and Sparrows.
9. Our Scavengers - Vultures and Gulls.
10.
Birds on the Black List and Why.
11 . Debate: Resolved tiiat the American Grow has been
/
painted blacker than he really is.
At the club meeting thirty-two colored slides of ^
Birds of Value to Garden, Orchard, and Woodland* contribute in
a great degree to the pleasure and instruction of the club
period.
Having learned how valuable birds are to us, we immediate-
ly realize how important it is that we protect them in every
possible way. The cutting down of our forests and the advance
of civilization have brought about the destruction of many of
the favorite nesting sites of the birds. Ruthless hunting by
some short-sighted individuals has resulted in the extermina-
tion, or near extermination, of some of our native birds.
There are three agencies striving to protect our bird life.
They are: (1) Federal, (2) State and (3) Private. The club now
undertakes a little research work in order to discover what
each of these agencies has done in the way of establishing
sanctuaries, bird refuges, passing of game laws, and
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ratification of treaties. J |bne group of clut members studies
the sanctuaries established by the Federal Government and pre-
pares a report describing their location, size and kind of
birds protected. Another group makes a similar^ report on
what Massachusetts is doing along this line. ' The laws enacted
by the Federal Government for the protection of wild bird life
occupy the attention of a third group. This group brings to
the club the purposes of the Lacey Act of 1909, The Tariff Act
of 1913, Tne Migratory Bird Treaty of 1916, and an Act of
Congress in 1929 passed to make the Migratory Bird Treaty more
effective. A corresponding study of the laws of Massachusetts
is made by other members. They also make mention of laws en-
acted by any State in the Union which is in any way outstanding
in its efforts for bird preservation.
The enormous amount of excellent work done by private
organizations and by individuals receives the attention of the
remaining club members. {All the members are urged to bring
in any kind of Illustrative material, i.e.
,
maps, charts,
pictures, etc., which will in any way contribute to the value
and interest of the club meeting.'^
The liarch meeting of the club is given over to one of the
most interesting and extraordinary aspects of bird life. It is
also the most mysterious part of bird life, for comparatively
little is known or understood about it. As the days become
longer and the weather warmer everyone looks about for the
V.W)I ‘ -^“1
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first signs of Spring, and the pupil with keen powers of ob-
servation will soon report the appearance of a bird not seen
during the winter months, ’'fhat is its name? Where has it
been all winter? Why has it come now? Thus the club members
proceed to open up the subject of Bird Migration. Working in
small groups they seek to find the answers to such questions
/
as: /Why do birds migrate? How do they prepare for their
^
trips? How do they find their way? Do they carry a compass?
''what birds travel by night and why? What birds travel by day
and why?^ Do they encounter any dangers along the ?/ay? . Why
does the Crolden Plover hold the non-stop record for bird
travellers? ’^at record is held by the Arctic Tern? Are
there any other famous bird travellers? ^
Pictures and stereopticon slides, showing some of the birds
and the routes whch they follow when going to and returning
from their winter homes, add interest and understanding to the
group reports.
It might be well for the teacher to suggest at this tine^
that the pupils keep a list of new birds seen as they arrive
from the south, together with the dates when seen. This plan
will help the pupil to meet the birds gradually and to fi:::
them in his mind more easily. Prom this list he may select
some bird whose home making habits he would like to learn more
about for his contribution at the next club meeting.
In April the home life of the birds is given the undivided
attention of the club This is a period of bird life which
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challenges the attention of even the most indifferent. It is
a period of great activity on the part of the bird. It is at
this time that the bird displays many traits of character not
unlike our own.
During their study of migration the pupils learned that
in most instances the male precedes the female and that upon
his arrival he selects a definite area from which he jealous-
ly drives all other birds and in which he plans to build his
nest. .'As soon as the female arrives a aeriod of courtship
ensues. ' The antics of the male as he seeks to attract his
mate and the song by which he woos her are points worthy of
note
Upon the female’s acceptance pf the male the building
of the nest immediately begins, i Aliere is the nest located?
How high above the ground is it placed? Do both birds assist
in buildin^g it? What materials are put into the nest and
are these materials woven closely together or merely thrown
together? These are some of the questions the student seeks
to answer. \
^ ’Then the nest is ready for occupancy the eggs are laid.
As there is a great deal of variation as to time and number
laid, color, size, shape, and period of incubation in the
different species each pupil must determine these features for
his bird.
With the hatching of the eggs comes a real period of work
for the parents. ^en first out of the egg, many birds are
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almost naked and their eyes are not yet open. They must,
therefore, he cared for and fed* The problem now facing the
parents is: "That shall he put into all these hungry mouths,
where shall enough food he found
,
and who shall find it?
From these hints in the home life of birds the pupil will
readily see that it is indeed a time of great activity and that
he will find much to report about the habits of the bird
selected by him for study. He may also be able to contribute
examples of the dexterity, cunning, resourcefulness and tire-
lessness of other birds as they seek to rear their families
successfully. Pictiires, lantern slides, or a moving picture
of the birds* nests and their builders increase the enjoyment
of one of the most profitable club meetings.
/ it has already been suggested that the male sings to
v
\
attract his ladylove, but the i.eriod of courtship is only the
beginning of his song. All the time the family is being
reared the bird chorus is at its heighth. At the Ilay meeting
of the club each member is prepared to describe the song or
call notes of two or three different birds. It might also be
well for each pupil to prepare a short list of questions which
he may ask the other members of the club. For example: fWhich
bird is the more proficient songster, Mr. or Llrs.? At what
time of day do the birds sing best? Do birds sing while
flying from the ground or perch? Do they sing after dark?
'That does Bob White’s whistle mean to the farmer? ’iVhat
emotions are expressed by the call notes? Are any birds
•vox
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mimics or ventriloguists? Thus part of the club period be-
comes a game period, some one being selected to keep score to
determine who can answer the most questions* The pupil
asking the questions must, of course, be able to give the
answer in the event no one else can.
(Many of our poets have embodied in their poems lines
describing or interpreting the songs and calls of our birds.
If possible, these should be brought to the club meeting and
read. Victrola records of some of the birds’ songs add
greatly to the pleasure of the club periodT^''
^How that the pupils have learned something of the value
of birds and of the pleasure they give by their beauty in
color and song, the teacher may suggest as an appropriate
topic for the J\ine meeting. Ways of Attracting Birds about our\
Home. \ A committee is appointed to bring as many suggestions
as possible to the next club period. As there had been many
new arrivals since the April meeting when the Spring birds
were discussed, the club decides to devote part of the meeting
to reports by members about the Summer birds. These reports
include as many of the following items as possible:
/ Description
Haunts
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iQall-notes Appearance (alert, j
"v pensive, etc.) /
Colored lantern slides of each hird are shown as the
bird is described. A film strip entitled How to Attract
Birds illustrates the suggestions of the committee who worked
upon this topic.
All of the regular club meetings have now been held, but
the teacher will do well to call one more meeting. At this
time the/olub members will exhibit the notebooks which they
have made during the year.Ni^The notebook may contain anything
pertaining to birds which the exhibitor wishes to put in,
i.e.
,
reports written by himself, notes taken luring another’s
reports, pictures , -clippings cut from magazines and news-
papers, poems, photographs, eta% The amount of the material
in the notebook is determined by the pupil’s interest,
- /-
ambition and initiative. (Models of bird houses, bird oaths,''
and feeding stations made by the club members may also be
exhibited^ The club members will vote on the best notebook
and other exhibit.
At this meeting two or three bird games will be played.
If funds are available, a few inexpensive prizes- such as
The Green Book of Birds of -tknerica - Price 10 cents - may be
given to the winners of the various competitions.
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(^BIRD GAMES 'V
Mark with w birds that are winter residents, with _s
those that are summer residents, with m those that are mig rants,
and with £ those that live here the enTire year.
robin nighthawk meadow lark
goldfinch blackbird nutha tch
owl wren osprey
bluebird chickadee wild goose
swallow hawk heron
eagle snow bunting quail
Mark t the statements ^ich are true and f those which are
false.
a.
Birds of prey are scavengers.
The rose breasted grosbeak is helpful to the
farmer because it eats potato beetles.
V 3. All hawks are harmful.
4. The house wren is very helpful because it eats
many insects.
s 5. Most owls are harmful because they feed upon
rodents.
6* Swifts and swallows catch insects while on the
wing.
7. Robins do more harm than good, for they eat our
cherries.
8# The osprey is an expert fisher.
9. Our harbors are kept clean by the gulls.
10. Many weeds are kept in check because their seeds
are eaten by birds.
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Pill In each hleuilc with the correct word or phrase*
1. The Bfiltimore oriole makes a ^nest.
^
2* The male bird is often more
than the female.
3. Many States have established ^for the
protection of the birds.
4. Birds which remain with us throughout the year are
called
5* The always lays
her eggs in another bird’s nest.
6. ^5ggs which are laid in cavities in trees are
usually in color.
7. The veery is one of our best
When returning from their winter homes the
arrive first.
^9. The golden plover makes a world trip of
miles per year.
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rProvision for Individual Differences. 112 .
Additional topics which, will be of value to pupils who
are particularly interested in learning more about the birds;





Bird Life during July and August
Birds adopted as State Birds
Bird Banding


















Making of model bird houses, feeding stations,
bird baths, etc.
Making a Bird Calendar
Maintaining a Bulletin Board of Bird Current
Events obtained from newspapers and magazines.
Sponsoring bird assembly for the school - i.e.
obtaining a bird lecturer and taking charge of
all arrangements necessary for the assembly.
(The Massachusetts Audubon Society has one or
two lecturers who may be engaged to give
illustrated lectures free of charge.)
Organizing camera club for photographing
birds and their nests.
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l^eld 2rip3 nviilch will prove both enjoyable and
instructive j as well as accessible to Boston pupils may
be taken
(/ 1* Aviary at Kranklin Park - study of both native and
tropical birds.
Arnold Arboretum - study of birds in their usual
haunts.
3. Boston Public Gardens - same as above - Mr. s^Tight
has written an entertaining book entitled "Birds
of the Boston labile Garden".
4. Penway « study of ducks and iiany of our common birds
as well.
T Wharf and City Point - excellent places to see
gulls.
_
6« Boston Common « study of pigeons.
7. The Children’s Museum, Jamaica Plain - if arrange
ments are made In advance a lecture will be given
or a movie of bird life shown.
8. Moose Hill Bird Sanctuary
,
Sharon, Massachusetta-
Field Pay - every year in May - special, program
of bird songs led by Mr. Gorst.
^ 9* Cedar Hill - Girl Scout Camps - Waltham,
Massachusetts.
^
/ 10. Bird Walks conducted under the auspices of the
Brookline Bird Club every Saturday.
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The following: films are obtainable throTigh the Visual
















Birds of the Seacoast






Birds of Crags and Marshes
Some Friendly Birds
Wading Birds
The Spencer Filmslide Library lists the following film slides
1# Birds of the Orchard and Woodland
Coloration of Birds
How to Attract Birds
Migration of Birds
Structure and Bill
Wings and Feet of Birds
Land and Water Game Birds
Song Birds as Citizens
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Winter Birds: Bird Life - Frank M. Chapmen
Our Winter Birds - Frank M. Chapman
^
What Bird is That'^- Frank M. Chapman
The Book of Birds for Young People -
Schuyler F. Mathews
How to Attract Birds about the Home (Summer and Winter)
Wild Bird Guests - Ernest Harold Boynes
I How to Attract Biras - Helt^e Blanchan
Homes for Birds - J^rmers’ Bulletin, United
States Department of Agriculture, #1456
How to Have Bird Neighbors - Louise S.Patti son
The Bird Study Book - Gilbert T. Pearson
Methods of Attracting Birds - Gilbert H,
Trafton
How to Attract Birds in Northeastern United
States, Farmers’ Bulletin, #621, U.S.Dept.
of Agriculture
Food, Feeding and Drinking Appliances and
Nesting Material to Attract Birds, Massa-
^
chusetts Dept, of -agriculture. Bulletin #116.





The Practical Value of Birds - Julius Henderson i
Useful Birds and Their Protection - E.H.
Forbush
Birds in Their Relation to Man - C.M.Weed and
Ned Dearborn
The Bird Study Book - T. Gilbert Pearson
5^lend a of Mankind - D. English
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Migration of Birds,
The Migration of Birds - Alexander Wetmore
The Travels of Birds - Frank M. Chapman
Cur Greatest Travellers - C.W. Cooke, National
Geographic Magazine
,
Vol. XXII, pp. 346-365
A History of Birds - W.P.Pycraft, Chapter 71.
Problems of Bird Migration - A. L. Thomson
Home Life of Birds.
The Home Life of Wild Birds - Francis H. Herrick
Birds and Their Attributes - Glover M. Allen
Birds* Nests - Charles DixonA,
Bird Homes - A. Rodclyffe Bugmore
North American Birds* Eggs - Chester Reed
Our Birds and Their Nestings - M.C. Walker
Nestlings of Forest and Marsh - I.G.Wheelock
Illustrated Key to Birds* Nests - A, A. Allen
Bird Songs. U
Bird Song - A. A. Saunders





\y The Evolution of Bird Song - Charles A. WitchellV
Songs of Wild Birds - Albert R. Brand
Books Excellent for General Use.*/
The Nature Library - Volume on Birds
Birds and Their Attributes - G.M.Allen
Bird Biographies - Alice Ball [/
Book of Bird life - A. A. Allen
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Birds Worth Knowing - Neltje Blanchan v/"
Birds that Hunt and are Hunted - Helt^e Blanchan
Handbook of Birds of Eastern North America -
Prank M. Chapman
Birds of Massachusetts and Other New England
States - Edward Howe Porbush
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A course in tenth grade biology introduces the pupil to
the oommc n forms of plant and animal life foxmd in his vicini-
ty. The aim of such a -©oupslc, s^t^ is to
arouse in the pupil an Interest in and understanding of his
environment with the idea of creating in him a love for nature
and a greater ability to enjoy it during his leisure time bolh
now and in the future^. It is, therefore, evident that he
will not be required to drill on any of the subject matter /
taken up nor will he be required to solve any problems.
is studylng^blology to increase his knowledge of the life of
common plants and anlm/ls, to become familiar with the ways
in whichi troy will be of service or injtiry to him, and to
inculcate in him an appreciation and love for the out-of-
doors which will make his time spent there a greater pleasure
to himself. If such is the case, it is fitting that the sub-
ject matter be presented from an appreciation point of view.





They are planned In an effort to present the subject
(in such a way^Hhat the pupil will find it desirable, enjoyable.
and usable during the years following his high school careerT)
Mr. George W. Hunter in his Science Teaching makes the state-
ment that ’^It is the teacher’s place to bring the child and
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. perhapa It can be accompllahed by the use of the appree-tlon technique
.one easily than by any other pnooedune.
Conslaenable time must be spent bv tho +teacher in theintroduction of each unit In order to ma^e the ..b- .
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and girls in high schools all over the United States# Thus
the pupil comes to feel that he is a part of a large and use-
ful organization working to accomplish worth while aims. He
looks forward with pleasure to the regular club meetings in
which he will participate and prepares to make his part in them
a real contribution.
The club meetings should take place at regularly stated
ti oes so that the pupil will be able to plan his work for
presentation at that time. In the case of the Jiinior Audubon
Club, one meeting a month will probably suffice. The Garden
Club will find it profitable to meet more frequently - possibly
twice a month or oftener if need arises.
On some portions of the unit as, for example, the making
of the garden plan, each pupil must do individual work. How-
ever, much of the work outlined by the teacher may be studied
in groups or committees. In such cases each member of the
group will look up the subject assigned him by the chairman.
When this has been done, the group will work together to
assemble its report which will be presented by the chairman or
by the different committee members as the case may v/arrant.
A discussion period follows. Each pupil is permitted
to ask questions, make constructive suggestions, and contri-
bute any facts which he may have collected. If questions
arise which cannot be answered at once, they should be noted
and referred to some pupil or group of pupils for report at
the next club meeting.
%•osx
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Ho single textbook will be sufficient to cover in detail
all the subjects outlined in the preceding units . ^However , it-
is well for the pupil to have one good textbook in his
possession for reference at all times . j fhe book used in the
writer’s class was (General Biology by Smallwood, Reveley and
Bailey. In addition to this, there should be in the class-
room a number of excellent books covering the parts of the
units under immediate discussion. The pupils may obtain
additional material from books which they obtain from the
library themselves.
An activity which will prove to be both helpful and
interesting to the pupil is the building up of a library of
bulletins and pamphlets containing material dealing with
various phases of the units as they are developed. Many such
pamphlets may be obtained from the United States Bex^artment
of i^riculture, the various State Departments, Agricultural
Experiment Stations, Life Insurance Companies, etc., free of
charge or for posta,ge only.
Better Romes and Cardens liagazine issues a series of very
helpfal leaflets at two and four cents a copy. If each pupil
sends for one or two, no one will feel burdened.
In similar manner a complete collection of seed catalogu,
to be used in connection with the garden \inits, may be made.
Another enterprise which keeps the class alert is a
bulletin board of current biological items, cut from magazines
and newspapers, dealing with the topics under discussion.
j »'t «i ••,. ..
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This hulletin board is in charge of a group of students who
will receive contributions from the class, put them in proper
form and hang them on the board* After a reasonable length
of time, they will be replaced by new ones. The groups in
-^charge should be changed every two weeks in order to give
every pupil an opportunity to serve.
The pupils should always be encouraged to bring specimens
of plant and animal life to the classroom. A collection of
fruits and seeds in the fall makes a very attractive exhibit.
Wild flowers as they are found in the spring and fall may be
brought in for identification and listing. A calendar mark-
ing the dates of the arrival and departure of migratory birds
keeps the pupil awake as to what is going on about him.
f Instead of bringing specimens to the classroom, a better
plan is to take the classroom to the specimens. ?»'alter is
attributed with saying that ^the place where a plant or
animal lives is ^ust as important as the plant or animal
itself’’^, f If possible, field trips^ should be scheduled to
observe and study living things in their natural surroundings,
betailed directions should be given each pupil at the be-
ginning of the trip pointing out things worthy of note and
suggesting questions concerning them. If this is not done,
the trip may result in merely a waste of time^jas high school
1* Hunter, G-.W. - Science Teaching at Junior and Senior High
School Levels. American Book Co., 1934. p.l67.
2, See List at end of each unit.
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pupils are lively to overlook the significant.
A trip to a museum often shows structures never seen on6
the field trip>^ For example, the Agassiz Lfuseum at Harvard
contains well labeled glass models showing pollination occur-
ring in ordinary flowers and in the flower requiring a special
pollinating agent. At no other place can the pupil study in
detail and at his leisure such excellent examples of pollina-
tion of the flower germination of the pollen grain and ferti-
1 ization of the ovule. Many of the ecological exhibits are
excellent in their arrangement and offer even greater possi-
,
bilities for study than the field trip itself. C^ere again
the pupil must be sut^plied with helpful suggestions concerning
the observations he is to malce* V A period spent in talking
over the trip in advance will not be time wasted. Another \ >
r
j
period after the trip should be devoted 1d summaries and con-
;
elusions^ Unless the pupil knows the reasons for and recog-
nizes the results of the trip, it will be of no avail.
Visits to industrial plants will contribute much to the
pupil’s understanding of the work studied in the third unit.
Pasteurization of the milk delivered each morning at the
pupil’s home takes on new meaning when the pupil sees the
process going on before him.
Appreciation of the efforts put forth to protect fresh
fruits and vegetables from destiniction by bacteria will increase
upon visitation to the refrigeration plant of one of our large
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chain atones. The importance of yeast and the need of oId-
serving the strictest sanitary conditions are impressed
indelibly upon the mind of the pupil after a visit to a large
bakery.
Farther work may be done along this line in the classroom
as the pupils make surveys of the means employed by their
town or city to safeguard the health of its citizens. How are
milk and water supplies cared for? What laws regulate the
making and distribution of all foods? Are the movie houses
obliged to observe any hygienic conditions? In what ways are
we safeguarded from contagious diseases? It seems advisable
when working with tenth grade pupils not to give much atten-
tion to statistics dealing with the death rate due to the
common diseases but to place the emphasis on the methods of
their prevention, control and the wonderful work done by
scientists along this line.
r
inhere are many visual aids which may be employed in the
classroom in the presentation of the units. These should not
be overlooked as some pupils learn much more readily through
the use of the eye. \ Nothing detracts more q,uickly from the
attention than a discussion of some plant or animal entirely
unknown to the pupil. Therefore, pictures cut from news-
papers and magazines, charts showing structures and ecological
relations, life history mounts, models and diagrams should be
used extensively to illustrate each phase of the work and to
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make more realistic the subject at hand. These should be ex-
hibited as the subject matter calls for them and then put
away. The pupils will be able to contribute pictures to the
collection each teacher should have. Charts and diagrams
may be made by those artistically inclined and contributed to
the school.
The blackboard is an important aid in visual education.
The clarity of sketches and diagrams is greatly increased by
the use of colored chalk.
Stertopticon slides, film strips and moving pictures are
extremely helpful in each unit, but they should be used wise-
ly. Lists of those found to be particularly valuable are
compiled at the end of each unit. The time for their use is
left to the discretion of the teacher as the units develop.
In some cases, their presentation at the introduction of the
subject will serve to arouse interest and enthusiasm. They
may be presented as the unit develops in order to "contribute
to a better and broader understanding of the topic being
studied"^.
Often it is advisable to iwait until the completion of a
unit. In this case, the pictures will clarify in the minds of
the pupils any hazy points and add a finishing touch to the
v/ork by drawing all loose ends together in a general summary.
1. JTaking the Classroom Movie More Effective, Marion L.
Whittaker, Educational Screen, Ilarch, 1935.
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At no time should pictures of any type he shown unless the
teacher is fully prepared to explain them to the class.
^he mere showings of a series of pictures, particularly if
they are movies, is of no value unless the class clearly
understands the connection between the pictures and the work
being studied and knows what points are to be looked for. An
informal discussion will not be out of place at the end of a
movie to be sure that no one misunderstands any of the points
coveredT^j
Some of the pupils will doubtless possess cameras. If so,
taking pictures of the gardens with their classmates at work,
flowers at close :ange, trees of particularly handsome shape,
birds^ nests, butterflies sucking nectar, etc. will add great-
ly to the enjoyment of the work and at the same time increase
the skill of the young photographers. Successful photo-
graphy will require patience, particularly if animals are to
be photographed.
Another important phase of the work is the laboratory
work. If the pupil is able to plant a real garden much of
this will be done out-of-doors. Parts of the laboratory work
will be done individually under the supervision of the teacher
who will give as much assistance as possible without robbing
the pupil of his self-reliance. Mimeographed sheets
describing the correct procedure and cont-iining pertinent
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In other cases the laboratory work may be done by pupils
working together in groups of two or three who will present
their work to the entire class. Simple experiments such as
the food tests, action of diastase on starch, conditions
necessary for seed germination, etc. may be presented in this
manner. It is not necessary for each pupil to perform these
experiments himself in order to understand the results ob-
tained. The more difficult experiments the teacher will
demonstrate before the entire class, explaining each step as
it is carried out. Osmosis, photosynthesis, and respiration
by the green leaf are examples of experiments which should be
accomplished by lecture-demonstration. In this type of
teaching ”we find the spoken word joined with a series of
actions on the part of the teacher which tend to reinforce the
learning by use of two channels, the ear and the eye"^.
All of the work done by the pupil should be bound together
in good form in a notebook. This book will contain garden
plans in detail, reports made by the pupil, notes taken of
other pupils’ reports, individual laboratory work, experiments
demonstrated by classmates and teacher and items or pictures
cut from current newspapers and magazines bearing upon any
of the subjects studied. In short, the book will synchronize
all phases of the work done during the study of each unit.
1. Hunter, G.w. - Science Teaching at Junior and Senior High
School Levels. American Book Co., 1934. p. 166.
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At some time during the school year, assemblies for the
entire school should be planned and carried out by the
Audubon and Garden Clubs. Bolii the Massachusetts Audubon
Society and the Hew England Society for the Preservation of
Mid Flowers are glad to supply speakers to address school
assemblies on topics in their respective fields. In this way
the clubs may be of service to the school as a whole.
In the various aspects of the work taken up in the ap-
preciation units, it seems that there must be something which
will appeal to each pupil so that he may find some portion of
the work in which he may excel. For those pupils who finish
their work before their classmates, extra tasks are suggested
at the end of each unit.
As the pupil fulfills the requirements of each unit, it
is hoped that he will proceed because of a genuine interest
in the work and a real desire to learn. The results obtained
in this manner should be more lasting than any gained when
working only for test marks and term grades.
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In the first chapter of this paper, the writer has en-
deavored to review hrlefly the growth of the biological
sciences and the development of their ainsand purposes. Al-
though these subjects are comparatively recent in their origin,
they have made great progress in the few years of their exist-
ence. At first three biological sciences were recognized by
the high school - namely, botany, zoology and physiology.
Botany emphasized only the flowering plant - its structure and
classification. Teaching of botany at this time also had a
religious aim. It was hoped the pupil would arrive at a
better understanding of Cod as he studied His handiwork as seen
in nature. The next period of botany placed the emphasis upon
morphology. Laboratory work became popular and flowerless
plants were studied. About 1900, a third period introduced
plant ecology, plant physiology and their economic value. The
tendency to emphasize these points still predominates.
Zoology, like botany, at first gave classification the
first place. Zoologists at this time were interested in dis-
covering traits of character possessed in common by animals and
man. Zoology courses were supposed to increase one’s faith
in Cod. In its second stage, zoology stressed anatomy and
morphology. Laboratory work was popular. About 1900,
interest in Zoology was placed in the life and habits of
animals and their relation to man. This is the point of view
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at the present time.
Physiology was concerned principally with the study of
anatomy. Here again an effort was made to develop a religlo\3s
attitude in the pupil. Later, the teaching of the effects of
alcohol and narcotics in the human body became obligatory
under the laws of many States. Physiology now is rarely
taught as a separate subject but in conjunction with zoolO£3r
and botany. The hygiene-sanitation-health side of the subject
is emphasized.
Thus it becomes apparent that the phases of biology teach-
ing emphasized at present are those dealing with plant and
animal life in their relation to human welfare. Classificatioi,
morphology, laboratory work, religious instruction have faded
into the baclcground. Present day authors make it very clear
in the prefaces of their books that the books are written to
place before the pupil biological information which will meet
his everyday needs both in the present and in the future.
With this same thought in mind, the writer has described four
units which, it is hoped, will
1. Assist the pupil in understanding the similarity
between the life processes of plants and animals
and his own.
2. Introduce the pupil to common plants and animals
in his vicinity.
3. Show the pupil the value of plants and animals
to himself.
4. Familiar is the pupil with the environmental life
of plants and animals and their ways of adaptation.
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5. Enable the pupil to read current biological
literature
.
In these appreciation units, only those forms of plant and
animal life which the average high school boy and girl will
meet daily are included. Human physiology is studied only
when needed for purposes of comparison of the life functions
with those of plants and animals. Dissection is omitted
entirely and classification is reduced to a minimum. Only
biological terms absolutely needed are used, as long words of
Greek and Latin oriv^in only add to the confusion of the tenth
grade pupil. The time spent on each unit will be determined by
the teacher and the class. The speed at which the majority are
able to progress will be the determining factor.
The four units selected to be written up were chosen
because it seemed that they dealt with topics which would touch
the life of the pupil as a pupil or in a short time as an adult
citizen - perhaps in both capacities.
The first two units - Planning and Planting a Garden, and
Patrolling the Garden- are so written that the work may be done
in a real garden or an imaginary one - the former, of coiirse,
being more desirable. There will be no difficulty in carryii^
out the other two units.
Inasmuch as field, museum and trips to industrial plants
are highly desirable in each case, lists of places to be
visited were compiled. Also moving picture films, strip filns,
lantern and microscopic slides particularly helpful in
.I&L
£utf%olot^ tMTsm Xlqs/q •dit eltfsai^ ,3
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conneotion with, the work of the units were enumerated.
A good portion of the work will take the form of special
study hy the pupil and hence a small working library, to which
the pupils might make contributions as the units developed,
was compiled. A catalog of reference material obtainable
and the place where it might be found was prepared. Charts,
specimens, mounts, models and pictures were collected ready
for presentation when needed.
The interest of the public in gardens, wild plant and
animal life, bacteria and yeasts, as evidenced in current
magazine and newspaper publications and radio broadcasts was
called to the attention of the pupil.
The textbook used by the pupil was l*ew Ceneral Biology by
Smallwood, Reveley and Bailey.
The first unit is entitled Getting AGq.uainted with the
Life of the Green Plant by Planning and Planting a Garden.
The pupil first makes a .rround plan showing the location of his
house and gardens. He then proceeds to prepare the soil for
planting. This being done, he must select seeds for both
vegetable and flower gardens. The vegetable garden is
planned to assure fresh vegetables for t e season, and flower
gardens, both annual and perennial, from the point of view of
continuous bloom and harmonious color arrangement. Trees,
both fruit and ornamental, are chosen and located in suitable
places. Flowering shrubs, hedges and foundation planting are
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garden complete is included. The study of the various plant
organs and their functions is fitted in at the proper time.
For example
,
when seeds for planting are being selected is an
opportune time for the pupil to learn something of the value
of the seed to the plant. At the end of the unit is a list
of tasks for those pupils finishing their work before their
classmates.
The second unit deals with the care of the garden. Such
topics as reasons for hoeing, how to transplant, when to water
and advantages of cutting back are discussed. Injurious in-
sects, the damage done by them, and their control receive
detailed consideration. Ways of controlling such harmful ani-
mals as the woodchuck and field mouse are suggested. The
beneficial insects and animals are not forgotten. In this unit
the pupil meets for the first time the fungi. However, only
those causing plant diseases are taken up at this time.
Theoretical points are brought in at frequent intervals when
they fit in with the care of the garden. Examples of these
are Parasitism, Protective Coloration, Life History of the
Toad, Characteristics of ilammala, etc. Finally, pruning and
various methods of stem propagation are discussed.
The third unit is given over entirely to a study of
V
Bacteria, Yeasts, and Molds in their relation to human welfare.
Theoretical points necessary for a complete understanding of
the life of these colorless plants are included as occasion
demands.
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The study of "birds, taken up in the fourth unit, is
planned to cover the entire year. A Junior Audubon Club is
formed the early part of September and meetings are held at
least once a month. The program for each meeting consists of
the study of some aspect of bird life appropriate for the raorth.
the presentation of these units the emphasis is placed
upon understanding and enj03rment.^' the- appreciation tech-
nique chiefly employedrY effort is made at all times to
teach those units which will appeal to the pupil and which
will be of permanent interest to him throughout his lifetime.
It is hoped that the pupil will do the work presented because
he envoys it rather than for the term marks. No tests will
be^ given. A notebook containing all phases of ihe work will
indicate the progress made by the pupil. Individual or group
tasks may be carried out from time to time by those pupils
completing their work before their classmates or by those who
possess a talent for a certain type of work. In this way
provision is made for individual differences. As many visual
aids as possible are brought into action. However, these are
used only when needed to make some part of the study more
understandable and only when the pupil knows the reason for
their use. The showing of movies or strip films without a
complete explanation of them is of little value. Correctly
used, the showing of films will greatly enhance the understand-
ing and enjoyment of the work.
^ 1
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